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Computer Algebra:' Past and FuEufe
B. F. Cavlness

University of Delaware
USA

In this tutorial talk some of the significant past accomplishments In
computer algebra will be reviewed. Important open problems, that still await
solution and point to the direction for future work, will be presented. Particular
emphasis will be given to integration In finite terms and closed-form solutions
for differential equations.
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The Power of Present Computer Algebra Systems:

MACSYMA on a LlSP-Mach1ne
Dr. Kickud F«vtUi

MACSYMA Product Mui| i t
Symbolic*. Inc.

U Cunbiidge Centtr
Cunbridic MA OJMI

MACSYMA is a large, interactive computer system
designed to assist engineers, scientists, aad mathematicians ID
solving mathematical problems. A user supplies symbolic
inputs and MACSYMA yields symbolic (or numeric) results.

The MACSYMA system bai been under continual
development at M IT from 1969 to-1982 nod at Symbolics
from 1982 to the present. More than 100 tnin-years of effort
has resulted in over 300,000 lines or MACSYMA code. Over
1000 man-years of extensive use, coupled with consistent and
diligent debugging, has made MACSYMA uniquely reliable
for a system oT its size and complexity. There ire currently
thousands of users at more than 400 sites worldwide.

MACSYMA has the most extensive ranee of capabilities
of all computer algebra systems. The capabilities include (in
addition to the basic arithmetic operations) facilities for
computing analytic answers for:
Limit*
Drilvidvea
Inderuittt Inltfr i l i .
Deruiill Inlrgrab
Otdlniry Oi/fcrcatlit EqtuttoM
Syilcnu of Equiiloni (Nonlirietf)
SimpUfictUoD of E'pftnlow
Ficiorix»lloi o( EiprmloM

Ti>k)f Seiic« ( V m i l VwUblt*)
FoisMNiScrk*
Lap[tc4 TruifofoutioM
Indefmltt SuamtdotH
Miut i MinlpulatlM
Vector Manipulilioa
Tcaxv MtelpMlillo*
FORTRAN Oucf idM

MACSYMA actually provides a large percentage of the
basic mathematical techniques used in engineering and the
sciences.

1 will present a basic introduction to MACSYMA aod its
capabilities. In addition. 1 will show many examples of
applications of MACSYMA to real problems In engineering
and the sciences. These examples illustrate the scientific,
economic, and creative benefits derived from using
MACSYMA.

Reference: Pavcllt. Rolhueia, u d Filch, 'Compiler Algebra,'
ScltniificAnuriam, Vol. 245. Dtccmbe* I9SL



Ooaputer Algebra on Hiccosi BUMAXH on an IBK-PC

David K. Stoutemyer

A complete redesign of muMATH i s nearing completion, and this
talk wi l l . feature a film or video or l i v e demonstration of the
prototype. New capabilities includet

1. Rational arithmetic can be either exact or automatically rounded
to any precision, thus pro/iding a unified alternative to the
usual combination of exac: rational plus arbitrary-precision
floating-point arithmetic.

2. There arc various kinds of function plotting and turtle graphics.

3. Two-dimensional output cf expressions i s provided, including
raised exponents and built -up fractions.

•'.. The algebraic capabilities are substantially improved!

a) Simplification i s more automatic and thorough, with options
that are easier to use.

b) The default normal form tends to preserve factors at a l l
leve ls while automatically acheiving significant simplifi-
cation of rational expressions, radicals and elementary
transcendental expressions.

c) There are polynomial expansion, gcd and factoring algorithms
that are often as fast as those of systems running on
mainframes or Lisp machines.

d) There are Grobner basis and arbitrary-precision polynomial
root packages.

"A Survey of Computational Algebra In the USSR"
Dr.Vatdimir Gerdt

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research - Moscow

An overiew on research activities In computer algebra In the USSR Is given both
In theory and Implementation and application of computer algebra software
systems. The present state Is exemplified by the activit ies at the JINR (Joint
Institute for Nuclear Research) In Dubna (Moscow region). The emphasis Is on
applications 1n physics.

Session: "Computer Algebra and lntpractions with Other Fields I .
I j l t d Survey LectuFis] " *

Tuesday, April 2, 8.45 - 15.00

Computational Geometry;

Selected Algorithms and P

Th. Ottnnnn

Oeonotric problems arise In a large number oi application aronn

auch as pattern recognition, computer graphics, computer-aided

design etc. This is the reason for the increasing Intarest in the

design and analysis of algorithms for geometric problems. Beyond

a large number of new solutions for specific problems new para-

digms have bean encountered with a wide range of applicability.

Among them are geometric divide-and-conquer, the plane sweep

paradigm, the zigzag paradigm (which allows to transfer algo-

rithms developed for sets of rectilinear objects to sets of

arbitrary objects), the technique of decomposing a problem by

directions, techniques to reduce the storage requirement' of algo-

rithms, and many others. We illustrate those pradlgms by various

examples. In particular the role of skeleton structures in geome-

tric algorithms will become apparent.

Algebraic Algorithms for Digital Signal Processing,
Codtng Theory and Cryptography
Th. Beth, II. of London, UK
In this survey lecture we shall present several Important examples of algebraic
and symbolic computations fpr real-time applications 1n the area of Secure
Communication. One example illustrates the concept of Fast OFT algorithms on the
basis of Its Representation Theoretic Background. This leads to a closer look at
the fast algorithms for computation over Finite Fields, as they are needed for
purposes of Coding, Encryption and Key Management. A recent application of
Invariant Theory to New Decoding Principles Is presented.

l
On a Problem on R. Hartshorne: A Contribution to Computational'
Problems In Algebraric Geometry.
H. Vogel, u. of Halle, GDR

The' problem of R. Hartshorne Is taken as an example for showing how algorithmic
problems arise In the consideration of purely mathematical Investigations In
algebraic geometry.



Ap, Introduction to Quantifier Elimination and Algebraic Decomposition
G. E, Coillni, U. of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

Qanttfier elimination Is a general strategy for building decision algorithms
for logical theories. In this lecture a particular quantifier elimination method
for the theory of real closed fields will be surveyed that htj been developed in
the past ten years. The method centers around a certain algorithmic decom-
position (cylindrical algebraic decomposition) of th n-dimensional real
Euclidian space for a given finite set of multivariate polynomials. This kind of
decomposition Is useful for several othe purposes also. The theory of real
closed fields Is rich enough to encompass the solution of systems of algebraic

i ^ W 1 ' ™ s e c t u r e i s a n introduction to SessionS"Algebraic

Com put 02' Ali;ubra and Prac t i ca l Aiialyoio
Lehmann,N.0.

Computer algebra and nyinbu .ic formula manipulation achieved
the i r inorita in pa r t i cu la r in Modelling physical procosoe3.
On the other hand, numerical Mietiiod.i nro a t i l l abaolutely domina-
ting in approximate evaluation of mathematical nut up in Prac-
t i c a l Analysis.
•i'hin paper preoenta noine contributions} to narrow the above
Mentioned <;np and to endure cooperation of Computer Algebra
and Numerical Computation in mathematical approximation methoda.
In nn experimental ata^e a l l proponed algorithms have hoen im-
plemented and examined on the bauiu of an ( loca l ly ava i l ab le )
extended I'Oitf.lAC-PJi/l-nyntem. though i t s drawbacks are well known.
As! a typical example v/e dincuna approaches) within the function
apace (oloaed in roapect to + , - , * ,d /dx , J )

{y(x) | x€<a,b>,
i=o

l) , nell, a .

for different clusuea of problems.

1'or an arbitrary f €C(ll)<a,b> a well-adopted aubapace of B in

determined by *
. . frit V — U\ .

> Min
1 = 0

G(n0 -VT

With thin bunic concept and using both nymbol manipulation and

nunerical oyatoms, the following problem classes could be solvedt

i) approximation to f e d " in Ft (analytical/ numerical)

ii) approximation and shortening: (tuleaooping) of function
oxprosifilona by inennfl of elementn of 13

iii) linear ordinary difforonkial oquationn (mainly analytical)

Iv) nonlinear differential oquntioiia; perturbation method
and iturutionn combined with ii) (mainly analytical)

v) error boundn in ronpect to iii), iv) (analytical/numerical)

Tlo auulyaia in v) inaken mainly use of refined Lipachitz-enti-

matQa of aecotid ordei'. Por this a calculua han been prepared,

which may be compared with differentation algorithmn, and

understood and 'implemented aa language transformation.

The quality of all theoe methodn viill be demonotrated by

examples.

A NEW ARITHMETIC FOR SCIENTIFIC COMPUTATION

Ulrich Kulisch
Institut fUr Angewandte Mathematik

UniversitSt Karlsruhe
Postfach 63B0

D-7S00 Karlsruhe

Summary: The paper summarizes an extensive research activity in
computer arithmetic and scientific computation that went on during
the last fifteen years. We also discuss the experience gained
through various implementations of a new approach to arithmetic on
diverse processors including microprocessors.

We begin with a complete listing of the spaces that occur in
numerical computations. This leads to a new and general definition
of computer arithmetic.

Then we discuss aspects of traditional computer arithmetic such aa
the definition of the basic arithmetic operations, the definition
of the operations in product spaces and some consequences of these
defintions for error analysis of numerical algorithms.

In contrast to this we then give the new defintion of computer
arithmetic. The arithmetic operations are defined by a general
mapping principle which is called a semimorphism. We discuss the
properties of semimorphisms, show briefly how they can be obtained
and mention the most important feartures of their implementation on
computers.

Then we show that the new operations can not be properly addressed
by existing programming languages. Correcting this limitation led
to extensions of PASCAL and FORTRAN.

A demonstration of a computer that has been systematically equipped
with the new arithmetic will follow. The new arithmetic turns out
to be a key property for an automatic error control in numerical
analysis. By means of a large number of examples we show that
guaranteed bounds for the solution with maximum accuracy can be ob-
tained. The computer even proves the existence and uniqueness of
the solution within the calculated bounds. If there is no unique
solution (e.g. in case of a singular matrix) the computer
recognizes it.



Session: "Computer Algebra and Interactions with Other Fields I I

Wednesday, riprii 3, 8.45 - 13.00

Algorithmic Methods in Automatic Programming

Alan W. Diermann

Automatic programming is said to occur whenever a machine aids in the process of crcat-
ing a program. The aid may be of a more pedantic kind, simply the translation of high level
language into machine code or of a more profound nature where the actual algorithm in assem-
bled from a variety of kinds of fragmentary information. This paper is concerned primarily
with the latter type of automatic programming.

Approaches to the subject divide into two general categories, the synthesis or algorithms
from their formal specifications and the creation of code from examples of the target behavior.
In the first case, information for the synthesis is stored in predicate calculus statements and the
task of the program synthesizer is to assemble the needed relationships, discover the appropriate
looping and branching constructions, and compile the associated code. In the case of synthesis
from examples, the automatic programming system must guess the needed operation sequences
for achieving the observed behaviors and then generalize on these sequences to obtain a program
capable of doing the examples and all "similar" problems as well.

Proof theory and the synthesis of programs: potential and limitations.
G. Kreisel

Ideas of (logical) proof theory are exploited, but with a radical shift of
emphasis. Thus, for economy, proofs of V-theorems, the principal concern of Hilbert's
consistency program, and the holy grail of canonical or normal forms are dropped.
However, proof figures are used, for computation in parallel, that are infinite,
and - contrary to Aristotle - need not be well-founded; key words: homogeneity and
continuous transformations.

The new aims extend the part of numerical analysis that extracts algorithms
from proofs; routinely to non-numerical data processing, more delicately to certain
formal derivations instead of proofs. Warning. Logical proof theory contributes
l i t t l e to theorem proving, where the data are formulae, not derivations.

For the present aim, derivation* d of V3-theorems, say, Vx3yR(x,y) are typical;
by well known logical tricks of 'functional interpretations with parameters of higher
type. Those tricks extract from d - programs for - algorithms a: x -• y such that
( i ) VxR(x.ox) holds, and ( i i ) a i* not merely recursive, the latter being ensured
by the truth of VxByR without the additional data d. Contrary to wide spread super-
stitions, so-called non-constructive d yield not only some a, but often more efficient
os than constructive d.

The potential of proof theory l ies in a battery of transformations: d -• a for d
in various (semi) formal systems, and in the success, over the last 40 years, of
people with proof-theoretic experience in unwinding proofs that others have found
recalcitrant. The familiar limitations established in complexity theory (for so-
called natural, that i s , untutored classes of problems) are overcome by shifting
to classes that are algorithmically rewarding.

A more de l icate l imitation i s the formal processing of ideas mentioned Ear l i er ,
since t r i v i a l variants can have dec is ive algorithmic consequences. This ' l lml ta t io* '
i s a l so an opportunity for se lec t ing particularly e f f i c i ent variants; i l lus trated
here by the two proofs, of Euclid and Euler, for generating an in f in i t e sequence'
of primes. B>it general metatheorems are more e f fec t ive than examples for

Cleaning up log ica l pc l lu l ion by logical technology. The fol?cving t v e l*
i l l u s i o n s are s t i l l a l ive in parts of A.I . (a) In tu i t i on i s t i c methods are generally
algorithmically e f f e c t i v e . This overlooks the conf l i c t between ( i ) requiring a l l
^derivations of any 3xA to provide some rea l izat ion x, and ( i i ) establ ishing optiaal
x by methods not sat i s fy ing ( i ) . - (b) Universal schemes or languages are needed
for f l e x i b i l i t y . This overlooks a more e f f i c i e n t a l ternat ive: a re la t ive ly snai l
arsenal of schemes adequate for a r e l a t i v e l y large proportion of the targets

. ava i lab le . A familiar example of this a l ternat ive i s the battery of in te l l ec tua l ,,
ref lexes that have evolved in higher b io log ica l systems. - >!

Computer Algebra as a Research Tool In Physics
J. H. Orouffe, CEN-SACLAY, France

Traditionally, physics Is the most Important fteld of application for computer
algebra software systems. In the lecture the most prominent applications con-
sidered In the past and some recent applications are reviewed. The applicability
of present computer algebra systems to problems In physics Is discussed.

Computer Algebra and Chemistry
A. Balaban, U. of Rucarest, Rumania

Computer algebra systems are more and more applied also for the solution of
problems In chemistry. This trend Is exemplified by reviewing some recent appli-
cations, 1n particular some applications Investigated In the author's working
group.

CONSTRUCTION: A Higher Order Proof System for Mechanizing Mathematics
G. Muet, 1NRIA, France

Traditionally, the mechanization of logic has concentrated on the construction
of automated provers for f irst order predicate logic. Recently, much Interest
for the mechanization of other logical systems evolved. In the lecture we report
on recent research on the construction and Implementation of a higher order
proof system with potential applications 1n reasoning about constructive solu-
tions to problems.



Analysis and Improvement of the
Euclidean Algorithm for Gaussian Integers

George E. Collins
University of Wisconsin-Madison

The study of the Euclidean algorithm for Gaussian
integers has received little attention thus far. An
improved version for moderately large integers was obtained
in (1). The maximum number of divisions was analyzed in
(5). This paper is a brief report on investigations in
progress and results being prepared for publication.

This paper describes a symbolic recursive algorithm, based on Hensel's lemma
and Newton-Schultz method, for the generalized Inversion of a rational
polynomial matrix. The approach used here, unifies the computational
framework for the inversion of both tl.s numerical and symbolic matrices and
provides the possibility for parallel implementation using array processors.

GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION OVER AN EUCLIDEAN RING

by

Costas S. IHopoulos

New Jersey Institute of Technoioqy

Computer and Information Science

Newark, New Jersey 07102, USA

Algorithms for computinn the Hermite normal form (HNF) Smith normal

form (SNF) of an Integer matrix are presented. The main results are:

(1) An algorithm for computinn the HNF of an Intener matrix

In 0 ( S M( s ) ) elementary operations, where s Is the size of

the matrix.

(H) An algorithm for computing the SNF of an Integer matrix

of size s. In 0( s5 K( s2 ) ) elementary operations.

(Ill) An aiqorithm for computinq the set of all solutions of a
3system of linear Diophantine equations requ1Hn< 0( s3 - 4 9 H{

loo s + s2 H( s* ) ) elementary operations, where s* Is the size of

the vector b (the system A x = b).

SYMBOLIC RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR

GENERALIZED INVERSION OF RATIONAL POLYNOMIAL MATRICES

E.V. Krishnamurthy
Department of Computer Science
University of Waikato,
Hamilton, New Zealand.

Hensel'a p-adic analysis plays a central role In mathematical research
serving as a bridge between the classical analysis and algebra. The beauty
and expediency of the approach based on Hensel fields (p-adic and formal
power series fields) for exact numerical and symbolic computations in linear
algebra is now well understood.

•



Scientific Computation:
The Integration of Symbolic,

Numeric and Graphic Computation
E. Etatcler u i R. MUcr, EIH ZOrich

Ills a commonplace, that the use of mathematical aoftmrt Is In the process of Influencing, If not shaping,
the working ttyle of the mathematician, physicist and engineer. Considerable effort has been put Into the
creation of Integrated systems by various groups. On the other hind, relatively tmall progress has been seen
In making a telling Impact on the larger scientific community with respect to widespread use of such
systems. The computer workplace for the scientist has not quite happened yet

We feel, that this Is a question foremost of education. It Is Imperative that we give the advanced student
of the exact sciences and engineering » memorable experience of success with using mathematical software.
Obviously the Attainment of such an aim depends crucially on • very carefully thought-out collection of
representative, well motivated projects originating In physics, pure and applied mathematics, electrical
engineering, computer science etc.. And, of course, on the easy access to mathematical software,
documentation and expert counselling.

At ETH we have been working for some yean to provide and enhance such an environment We think
that we have succeeded with this pilot project The present report gives an overview of the concept of our
mathematical laboratory and provides tome details of the projects that are presently provided for our
students. Since there are more than a hundred students that take the laboratory course during a given term,
we also describe tome of the software support for the administration of the lab.

Session "Algebraic Algorithms 1"

Monday, April 1, 14.00 - 16.45

ALGORITHMS FOR POLYNOMIAL DIVISION (extended abstract)
D. Bini, University of Pisa, Italy
V. Pan, SIMM Albany, New York, USA

We briefly survey the available methods for the 2 following computatio-
nally equivalent problems.

PROBLEM 1 (polynomial division). Given UA,UJ,...,U ,v_,v. v , u "V «

-1. mjn, find q(),q1 V n > r 0 > r l r^j, such that n n n

u(x)«v(x)q(x)+r(x), u(x)« 2 u{x
x. v(x)«2 q.x\ r(x)-^ r.x\

i-0 i-0 l i-0 l

or equivalently such that

U(z)-V(z)Q(z)+Z
m""4lR(z), u(z)=zmu(l/z), V(z)-znv(l/*),

Q(z)-2
ra-nb.(l/z),

 l

(1)

PROBLEM 2. Invert an sxs triangular Toeplitz matrix T such that s«ra+n-l,
s-1 .

T - S v .11 , H-(h..), h..-l if j-i+1, h..«0 otherwise, Hs-O.

Sparse Hensel Lifting

Erich KaltoEen
Ronsaelaet Polytechnic Institute
Department of Computer Science

Troy, Ut 121B1

h new algorithm is introduced which computes the nultlvarlata
leading coefficients of polynomial factors from their univariate images. This
algorithm is Incorporated into a sparse Hensel lifting scheme and only
requires the factorization of a tingle unlvariata image. The algorithm also
provides the content of the input polynomial in th« main variable as • by-
product. He show how we can take advantage of this property whan computing
the GCO of nultivariate polynomials by sparse Kernel lifting. • .

HEUQCO: How Elementary Upper-bounds Generate
Cheaper Data

J H Davenport ft J A Padget. University ol Bath

We explore the "heuristic gcd" method of Char et al. (Proo. EUROSAM
84) . In particular:

a) we show that for large enough evaluation points It Is not heuristic:

b) we show that It Is often possible to choose much smaller evaluation
points than Char et al. suggest;

c) we explain how to compute the gcd of several polynomials:

d) we explore techniques for choosing alternative evaluation points.

The paper concludes with some measurements against PRS and Hensel-based
schemes, showing that this method Is superior In practice tor univariate
polynomials.



Work oo the mer-eontributed SHARE library, consisting of reorganization and
•tandardltatlon, so that these programs may be Independent of operating system
dlftcrentes, to described.

(•) The DOE-MACSYMA program Is available from the National Energy Software
Center, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA. This work has been performed by Paradigm
Associates, Inc. nnder US Department of Energy contract W-7405-ENG-48.

Session "Automated Theorem Proving"

Monday, April 1, 14.00 - 16.00

TOWARDS PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF SYLLOGISTIC

Ghelfo Susanna, Omodeo Eugenic G.

ENIDATA S.p.A.. Divlslone Prodotti TEMA (Italy)

A decision algorithm is presented for the family of all
unquantifled formulae constructed beginning with
set-theoretic variables by use of the binary constructs
f l . N . v , = . £ , £ , finite enumerations of the for*
[td ...., t_t and propositional connectives. For each input
formula, the algorithm either will detect that the formula
is true for every replacement of variables by sets, or will
produce a counter-example, i.e. an assianment of sets to
the variables which makes the formula false.

It is assumed that sets can be nested to an arbitrarily
large - even transfinite - degree of complexity; moreover,
membership is supposed to be well-founded.

The basic theory of syllogistic is first outlined in a
form that experience has shown to be rather flexible and
easy to enrich, in order to deal with various set-theoretic
constructs, such as the general unionset and powerset
operators; an effective backtracking technique is then
sketched in isolation, which demonstrated useful since the
earliest implementations of syllogistic.

This paper is based on a SETL implementation that is
being developed by the authors as a contribution to the
ESPRIT proiect 363 (Advanced Logical Programming
Environments).

Path Resolution and Semantic Graphs

Neil V. Mvtrtt

Erik R*$tntM

Stile Unlvenitjr of New York i t Albinj
Department of Computer Science

Albany, NY 12222 (518) 457-«S02

We introduce a new rule of. inference which operates on a
graphical representation ot quantifier-free predicate calculus formu-
Fas. The new rule is an amalgamation of resolution and Prawitz
analysis, which we call path resolution. Our goal in the design of
path resolution is to retain some of the advantages of both Prawitz
analysis and resolution methods, and yet to avoid to some extent
their disadvantages.



Session "Demos of General Purpose Computer Algebra Systems"

Monday, April 1, 14.00 - 16.30

The Computer Algebra System REDUCE
M. Taranluk, P. Hackeonis, METAC0MC0, Bath, UK.

REDUCE l> one of the computer algebra systems that has reached the most accep-
tance from the side of the users, the w1J?st distribution and an Impressive
range of applications. In thCs lecture the most recent version of the system 1s
demonstrated and some of Its most Important features are highlighted.

The Scratchpad II Computer Algebra Language and Systiem

Robert S. Sutor
Computer Algebra Group

Computing Technology Department
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 1OS98 USA

Scratchpad II is a computer algebra language and system that features generic operations and
abstract datatypes tbat are parameterized, extensible and dynamically constructive. Algo-
rithms may be expressed at their most natural level of abstraction and defined to operate in
the most general setting possible. Although designed specifically for computer algebra.
Scratchpad II nevertheless provides • general-purpose programming language and environ-
ment.

The modularity of Scratchpad D allows one to quickly and dynamically construct new cate-
gories, domains and packages. la this regard, it is important to emphasize tbat the ability of
these objects to accept parameters provides extensibility not found in many other languages.
Many domains and packages have already been written for Scratchpad U. Recently imple-
mented algebraic facilities include factorization (square-free, multivariate over algebraic
extensions), integer roots and factorization, polynomial operations (efficient multivariate
gcd, resultants), Grobner basis and elimination, solutions of systems of polynomial equations
(Grobner basis), real/complex roots, linear algebra (eigenvectors/values, orthogonal bases),
vector space operations, differentiation, integration (rational functions. Risen log case, and
genus 0 algebraic). Work is in progress to implement power series, summation of formal
series, algebraic functions, differential function fields, Integration (structure theorem, Risen
algorithm (Iris^ndental case), general algebraic function integration and special func-
tions), logic packages, idea] decomposition and trigonometric simplification.

T h e Maple Symbol ic C o m p u t a t i o n S y s t e m *

llruce Char Keith Gcdjci Gaaton ttonntt

Symbolic Compulation Croup
Department of Computer Science ,-

University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario Canada N2I. 3GI

Mapln is an interactive mathematical manipulation system. (The namr "Maple" is not an
acronym Iml rather it was simply chosen as a name with a Canadian identity.) The primary
motivation for the development of Maple when the project started in December, I'JHCI. was to pro-
vide user accessibility to symbolic computation. In particular, there was a need for a system
which large numbers of students could use simultaneously nn a time-sharing mainframe- computer,
or alternatively on microprocessor-based workstations. This general goal has translated into two
subsidiary goals: to be portable across several kinds of computer systems, and lo provide an effi-
cient system for both student and general-purpose scientific usage.

In order to pursue the former goal, Maple was implemented with a package nf macrna using
the Margay macro processor written »t Waterloo. The macros are designed to lie easily expanded
into "BCI'l.-like" languages. Currently, Maple runs in I) on Honeywell GC'OS-8 systems, and in C
on DEC VAX/i)erkeley Unix, Speclrix G8U0l)/Xenix, and I)DC 2n/TOI'S2u systems. Demonstra-
tion ports have been also been made to Pixel and SUN Microsystems computers.

Th'-rc are several ways in which Maple was designed to meet the latter goal. One n through
compactnett. Maple initially loads a small kernel of modest power, implemented completely in

the system implementation language (e.g., B or C). This kernel contains facilities sueh as integer
and rational arithmetic, simple polynomial manipulation, the garbage collector, pretty-print ing,
file input/output, and the user command interpreter. Most of the other capabilities of the system
are contained in external library routines which arc automatically loaded as required. These li-
brary routines arc coded in the user-level language, which is Algol-like in syntax.

The SAC-2 Computer Algebra System
G. E. Collins, U. of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

SAC Is one of the earliest computer algebra systems. Its latest version, SAC-2,
Is Implemented In the ALDES language, a higher programming language In the style
of Knuth's algorithm description language. The strengnt of the system is the
careful mathematical design of the algorithms Implemented In the system. The
mathematical foundations of the algorithms Implemented are documented In detail
in a series of accompanying reports. SAC-2 concentrates on algorithms on po yno-
mials and 1s a basis for the Implementation of recent achievements In quantifier
elimination and cylindrical algebraic decomposition, see Session Algebraic
Algorithms III.

DOE-MACSYMAW: PROGRESS REPORT

George J. Carrette and Leo P. Harten

Paradigm Associates, Inc.
29 Putnam Avenue, Suite 6

Cambridge, MA 02139
USA

The DOE-MACSYMA program is a port to MIT Comraon-LISP (VAX-NIL under
VMS) of the original MIT MACSYMA program written In MACLISP. The Issues
regarding the porting and maintenance of such software, the hardware performance,
aud the experience of porting to other Common-LlSP ImplemenUtions (such as LMI
Comraon-LISP for the LMI LAMBDA and the Texas Instrument EXPLORER) are
discussed.



FAST SUBSUMPTION ALGORITHMS

Q. Got t lob , h. Le i t sch

Subsumption algorithms ara used i n r e s o l u t i o n or i ented theorem
proving to e l iminate redundant c l a u s e s from the search space . In
a rocetic paper, the authors have introduced a new subsumptlon
algorithm DC (Div is ion i n t o components) which i s much more e f f i c i e n t
than the standard a lgor i thms. In the present papnr two new r e s u l t s
ara s t a t e d . F i r s t , an exponent ia l lower bound for DC i s der ived .
Second, the algorithm IDC, an Improved vers ion of DC i s presented .
I t i s shown, that in c e r t a i n case s DC i s exponent ia l in t ime , whi le
IDC i s only polynomial . However we prove when DC has polynomial
time complexity , then a l s o IDC i s polynomial.

SUBSTITUTION EXPRESSIONS:

EXTRACTING SOLUTIONS OF MM-IIORN CLAUSE PROOFS
K. Aspetsberger

Institut fUr Mathematik
Johannes Kepler Universitat

AltenbergerstraBe 69
A-4W0 Linz

Institut flir InformatW
and Technische Universltat HUnchen

ArdsstraBe 21
D-8000 Munchen 2

In this paper a parallel proof procedure for non-Horn clauses based on
Kowalskl s connection graph proof procedure and the l-machlne ts described, for
expressing non de terrainI stlc solutions, the new concept of substitution
expressions Is Introduced: Substitution expressions are used In the parallel
proof procedure and I t Is demonstrated by example*, how to extract a solution
from a proof for non-Horn clauses using substitution expressions. Finally, a s«t
of simplification rules for Substitution expressions Is given. '

THE C f t l P L E m r OF ELEMENTARY PROBLEMS IH ARCHIMEDEAN ORDERED GROUPS

Volker Uelspfenning

Hatheaatlsches Institut der Unlveraitat
In Neuenhelner Feld 288
0-6900 Heidelberg. W. Germany

An arclilmedeaii ordered group G is embeddeble into the ordered additive group »

of real numbers. So G la either lsomorph.lg,,.to the ordered group TL of integers

or la densely ordered. In the first case, the elementary theory of C, Th(G), '

Is deddable end completely sxiomtized by the sxloas for 22-groups

(Presburger arithmetic) j in the second case, Th(G) is completely axlomatlzed

by the axioms for dense regulor groups \S* Vy3z(x<y -> x<nz< y : n-1,2,...

3«( Xi*0 ) J together with axioms specifying for every prime p the Szmlelew

invariant £ p - dio^ ( G/pG) € Muf«oJ of G (Robinson & Zakon). So Th(G) is

decldable iff the «et? {(p,k) I A k k^ is recursive .

Wo study the complexity of quantifier elimination and decision procedures

for dense archimedean ordered groups G in the language L - /0,l,+,-, <,{*\ J

where I is a constant for a positive element. In order to keep quantifier elimi-

nation independent of the Szmielew invariants, we do quantifier eliainntlon

relative to the Intermediate class of restricted formulas : A residual formula

is a formula containing no equation or inequality; a restricted formula Is a

boolean combination of equations, inequalities and residual formulas.
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PROGRESS OH THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM

J.E. Aman , R.A. d'lnverno*, G.C. Joly and M.A.H. MacCallum*

* Theoretical Astronomy Unit, School of Mathematical Sciences,
Queen Mary College, Mile End Road, LONDON El 4NS, U.K.

+ Faculty of Mathematics, University of Southampton,
SOUTHAMPTON SOS 9NH, U.K.

In general relativity arbitrarily choaen coordinates may be used.
The 'equivalence problem' is the problem of recognising spaces
with identical physical and geometrical properties regardless of
the coordinates in which they are presented. A method for
resolving it will enable authors and journals to avoid re-
discovering known spaces and will Inevitably lead to unique
characterisations of the local physics. Algorithms for
classifying geometries can be used to achieve this, and in
practice It is almost essential to Implement them on a computer.
The present paper alms to review the theoretical basis of the
algorithms used, and to update previous reports on the actual
implementation.

In particular the following developments are reported:
Improvements in tests for multiplicity of roots of quartlcs and
consequent classification of curvature tensors; the specification
of a minimal set of Independent components of the derivatives of
the curvature; the development of a simple data recording and
retrieval format; improvements in the classification programs, In
order to implement the above algorithms and also some others, for
example to obtain the structure of symmetry groups. Finally the
prospects for the future are reviewed.

SYHBOl REPRESENTATIONS OF NONCOHHUTATIVE ALGEBRAS

W.Lassner
NaturwlssenschaftlIch-Theoretlsches Zentrum
Sektlon MathematJk, Karl-Harx-Unfversltat
Leipzig, GDR

A language Independent method Is proposed for the use of computer-algebra

systems (CAS) In noncommutatlve algebra calculations. Neither special data

types as carrier for the noncommittalIve algebra elements nor special mani-

pulations for the noncommutatlve multiplication have to be prepared In be-

fore In the used CAS. The method makes use of a representation of the non-

commutatlve algebra by symbols. Symbol representations are given for rich

classes of noncommutatIve algebras occur Ing In quantum theory, e.g. algebras

generated by creation and annihilation operators 8..8* , fa* ,3+] - <T i

of Bose or Fermi type, and of spin operators. There exists a one-to-one cor-'

respondence between the elements of the noncommutatlve algebra (e.g. poly-

nomials In 'noncommutatlve variables') and their symbols (polynomials In

commutative variables) due to a fixed ordering rule. The noncommutatlve mjl-

tlpllcatlon between the symbols will be performed by a 'twisted product" which

depends on the choosen ordering rule. Twisted product operators can be rea-

lized In CAS by shortest procedures (10 to 20 records) using only differen-

tiation and (commutative) polynomial algebra given In almost all CAS. Examples

are demonstrated In REDUCE. The method leads to a simple calculus. Twisted

product operators are given In a table for different ordering rules.

The algebraic concept of symbol representatfons can be applied to algebras

(quotient fields,'rational functions In noncommutatIve variables') for which

so-called operator symbols would not exist. An algorithm changing right In

left quotients allows the use of CAS for calculations In certain noncom-

mutatlve quotient fields.

Algebraic Computations in Blenentary Catastrophe Theory

by R. Mill tug ton (. F. J. Wright

Rlementnry cntnntrophe theory describes the hehnviour of the tttntionnr; points
of n typical family of real-valued functions, and thereby provides a Model Tor
mnny different types of "quasi-static" system. The family of functions is
said to unfold a singularity (n degenerate stationary point at which the
Hessian does not have wnxirasl rank) in one of the functions. After sketching
the background, we focus on the following two algebraic problems thnt arise in
applications of the theory.

1) The classification problem is to find the type of a given singularity.
This then determines a simple polynomial normal form for the singularity and
ita unfolding. A typical problem, comuninntcd to us by Dr. J. Connor and
arising In his work on the asymptotic evaluation of overlap integrals In
molecular spectroscopy, is to classify the singularity at the origin of

f(x,s,t) =H (x-c)2t -M c^rctnnf + tfl/3 - ^sJ'Aw.
This problem showed up on error in u published computer program that we have
corrected.

2) The mapping problem is to determine n transformation thnt naps an unfolding
into its normal form. For example, any unfolding of f(x,s,t) may be mapped
into

i/,9 + au, - u2* + u3* i f e * c,
u,B + oti/jS <• pm3 + yui - o2» + u3* '"If a - a

find the mapping. We have developed two different algorithms to solve the
mopping problem, although at present only in restricted cases. We sketch
these algorithms, and our progress in implementing them as computer programs.



On Decomposable and Commoting Polynomials
R. Lid) (University of Tasmania, Australia)

Tht composition of two polynomials fj and f2 In F[x] 1s fi(f2). A

polynomial f Is called Indecomposable over F 1f f - fj(f2) Implies deg f\ • 1

or deg'fj • 1; otherwise f Is called decomposable with composition factors

f\ and f2. The lfla"1'n purpose of this contribution Is to refer to some of

the few abstract results on the decomposition of polynomials and to point to

the apparent lack of efficient algorithms for evaluating the composition

factors In the decomposition of a polynomial. Only for very special

polynomials (or rational functions), such as the Chebyshev polynomials, Is It

possible to quickly find the composition factors. The apparent difficulty

of finding decompositions may be used In the construction of cryptosystems.

Commuting polynomials f and g are polynomials such that f(g) • g(f). As

a special example of conmuting polynomials we refer to the result that no

polynomials other than the Chebyshev polynomials TK can commute with Tn, If

n > 2. A generalization of this result to polynomial vectors 1n two

variables will be presented.

FAST POLYNOMIAL DECOMPOSITION

V.S. Alagar and Hal Thanh

ALGORITHMS

Department of Computer Science
Concordia University
1455, De Malsonneuve Blvd West
Montreal, Quebec H3G 1M8
CANADA

This paper presents an efficient algorithm for decomposing a polynomial

f(x) into an irreducible representation of the form

- g1(g2(g3(...gk(x))...)

The polynomial f(x) may have rational coefficients or coefficients from

e finite field. A complexity analysis shows that

1. The algorithm la superior to that of Barton and Zlppel []];
and

2. The time complexity is the same as thst of factoring a polynomial
of the seme degree [2],

The algorithm Is generallztd to obtain multivarlote polynomial decompositions.

[1J D.R. Barton and R.E. Sippel, A polynomial decomposition algorithm, Proc.

of SYHSAC 76, pp.356-358.

[Z\ A.K. Lenstra, II.W. l.e.istra, Jr., L. Lovasz, Factoring polynomials with

rational coefficients, Math. Ann. 261(1982), pp. 515-534.

Research on Algebraic Algorithms
at the TH Karl-Marx-Stadt
K. Matzel, TH Karl-Marx-Stadt

Recent research activities on computer algebra at the computer science depart-
ment of the TH Karl-Marx-Stadt are summarized. These activities concentrate
mainly on the comparative study of different algorithmic methods for some basic
problems 1n computer algebra. Software systems have to be artapted In order to
make these comparative studies possible. Some new algorithms evolved from these
Investigations. Problem areas covered Include Integration, factorization and
root fiiidinp.



BIFURCATION THEORY AND COMPUTER ALGEBRA:

AH INITIAL APCTOACH

D. Armbrueter

Institute for Information Sciences, University of Tuebingen
Kojstlinstraase 6, 0-7^00 Tuebingen, Fed.. Rep. of Germany

Bifurcation theory studies the behaviour of multiple solutions of
nonlinear (differential) equations as certain parametero of these
equations are varied, in particular, how the number and type of these
solutions change. It is a field of applied mathematics which uses
tools from such divcrat topiai ai functional analysis, group r«pi«ien-
Utions, id«ol theory and many others. For rttl' problems, e.g. physi-
cally motivated ones, the necessary calculations to determine but
the simplest bifurcations become excessively complicated. Therefore,
a project to build a package "bifurcation and singularity theory" in
computer algebra is presented. Specifically the use of Grobner bases
to determine the codioiension of a singularity is shown, thereby extend-
ing the Buchberger Algorithm to modules. Also a' program in SUP, which
allows to determine whether a given function g is contact equivalent
to a certain normal fora h for one dimensional bifurcation problems
up to codimension three is described.

Session Algebraic Algorithms II"

Monday, April t, 16.45 - 18.15

Factorization of polynomials by transcendental evaluation

Mare-Paul van dtr ilulit
Uoiveraitcit ran Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Arjtn K. ienttra
Department of Computer Science, University of Chicago

Abstrac t . A now polynomial-time algorithm for (lie factorization of polynomials
iu two variables with rational rocflicients is presented. The algorithm works by
replacing one of the variables by an approxinmtion of a transcendental number.
It generalizes recent results by Kannau, Lcnstra, Lovasz and SchSnhago. Asymp-
totically the algorithm improves on the running times of previously published
methods.

Franzpeter Goebbels : Factorization of rational polynomials in
the "Zassenhaus - norm"

The following modification of the factorization algorithm of
Lenstra, Lenstra, Lovasz (Factoring polynomials with rational
coefficients, Mathematische Annalen 261, 1982) is baeed on an
idea of Zassenhaus :

Let feZPO be a monic, equarefree polynomial of degree n Kith
n n i

f(x) = f] (x - fi,) in C |x]. T h e Zassenhaus-norm of V := « B x
i=1 -,/n J1 i=o

with respect to f is given by |g|f :=U,^ IsC^M (geV).

Let f.«Z(X3be a monic polynomial of degree 1, p a prime and k
an integer, satisfying certain conditions.

i 1 H l 1
P x1 + 1

f. xJ
is a

A A i"
Obviously A =Af,,f) := ® Z P
lattice on V. i=o j=o

The application of the basis reduction algorithm of Lenstra/
Lovasz on A in I U leads to the determination of an irredu-
cible factor of f.
For the polynomials with only real roots this yields again a
polynomial time algorithm : Every polynomialcan_be factored

in 0(n12 (log N(f))3) bit operations (N(f) ^Vll^ • »i the
coefficients of f).
The algorithm is implemented on the Cyber 76 of the "Rechen-
zentrum der Universita't zu Kb'ln".
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SYNTACTIC KQUIVAt.ENCKS INDUCINGSKMANTfC
EQUIVAI.KNCKS

.P-L Curian

CNRS-Unlverslte Paris VII. I.ITP. Tour 55-58 ler etage.
3 Place Jussleu. 75381 PAUIS CEDEX 05

We define ft fairly general notion of equivalence between two
•quatlonal presentations s.t. an equivalence Is Induced on the
Corresponding categories of models. As an example we present an
iiquWaience of two equatlonal formalisms for the X-calcutus, the
principles of which are explained In companion papers: roughly
Ihay Illustrate the known "typed with universal object" versus
"untyped" duality.

Tfie Algoa Computational System

llenaon lituvea jtrn* Lee Blalne

San Jose State University

Algoa la a computational aysten for representing and reasoning about a
variety of objects ot interest to matheraatlcas and computer science.
It i t based on topos theory, a branch of category theory, which
provide* a a»re direct formulation of the notions and operations of
computer science than the usual siethods. Algos has a flexibly typed
language capable ot representing algorltiims (abstraction, iteration
and recursion), as well as tormulas ot higher order logic and a
ralculus of deductions, Ine operational semantics lor Algos is
evaluation via a conditional term rewriting system which uses
deductive Inference, fhe denotatlonal semantics tor Algos Is topos
theory. Results in category theory and mathematical logic are
utilized to develop a system ot sufficient breadth and flexibility to
encompass the major parts of constructive methods in computer science
and logic. The Algo* system can be used in such diverse areas as
jlgorltha tranafomatlon and analysis, and statistical data analysis.

Non-numerical modelling in combinatory algebras

M«^ j ^ i e m s of mi-numerlcal modelling o n be treated by the following process of embedding. A
eomblnttory model Is an Mgebrale structure £ - <C •. g, K. L> with one Wnwy operation • (written
a»dsU«ly to the left), tnd three constant! 9.t,U f uch that for all * y. i € C we have 819s - xdni
Ixy - *.l,xy m xytnd(Vz.n - *r)3L« = Ly.

Let there be given a recurslvly enumerable relation*! itrueture 8 with torts S|. operation* Fj and relations
tt|(. Theorem: There exists a combinatory model C In which S can be represented as follows: (a) e: US| -»
C Is an Injection map; (b) the torts S| are represented by retnetfom t|. I.e. by elements tj C C for which
S!(Sl(x)) = «,(x) for all x € C and stfx) = x Iff el(x) € 8fi (e) If Fj: S | |X. . XSlm -• S|n. then Fj(aj, „ , *„)
= bllTTj c<ai)-...f(«m) - e(b) for an associated element f)€C;(d) there are eiementstf In C and fbr each
reletlon RK C S||X . . XS|m an element rfc € C such that <at..~,afn> € Rfc Iff rk:-e(ai)-_-e(am) - t,
<*I,...,sm> t RK IfT HK'lK-K^m) " t-1" tat C can be taken as a graph model In which all objects IJ. ty
rj,, t, fare r.e. lets.

The elements S, K, t of C «>law to overlay the embedded structure e(g) Inside C * 1 * algorlthmle
notions. In particular with objects corresponding to computable functions and functlonals. In the paper It Is
shown by realistic examples tow modelling problems are translated Into sets of equations In Ofo. fj. r,. 1 0
and how formula-manipulating algorithms are used to solve them.

Retrieval In a module library
using formal specifications:

Preliminary scorch using syntactic properties

It'emer Caube
/{einrich C. Mayr

Peter C. Lockemann

Inslilut far Jnformo tlk II
UnlverslUt Karlsruhe

TJje paper addresses a problem Ihnl Is urgent In Industrial software manufac-
turing: the retrieval of reusable software con.ponenls In a module base. Given
the formnl specification of a soflwnre task and o library of software modules to-
gether with their formal specifications (specification base), how to Identify the
modules that come closest to satisfying the task. It Is argued that the problem
is best solved In a nlepwfse fashion, where the first few steps deal entirely with
the syntactic aspects of the specifications and the final steps with their seman-
tic aspects. The paper concentrates on the former. Based on the specification
technique of Operational Replacement Schemes (a close relative of algebraic
specification techniques), a sequence of search steps are introduced starting
with the comparison of some simple characteristics, and ending with a decision
procedure on structural equivalence. Each step uses symbolic computation and
resolution techniques. The discussion Is mainly restricted to isomorphlc
specifications, some nspocls ot 'similarity' between specifications are outlined
in the paper's conclusions.

The J-Machlnei Functional Programming with Comblnator*

JaceJc Gibrrl
Dtpartmtnl 0/ Cempulfr Seienee, VnivtrtUy ef Afellovrne, rtrkvillt, Victoria, SOSt,

In this project we farther sdvence the idea of using eorobinntors for »n
nlgrbraically based implementation or functional programs. We"Siro to construct an
optimal algebraic system, which will have the power to accommodate any functional
programming language inspired hy the lambda calculus approach to llie treatment of
computable functions, nntl which can be used as a basis for an efficient machine
architecture to implement functional programs.
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AMP
• lyiln for algebraic computation*

J.-H. DROUFFS :'
S.Pn.T., CEN Stclty

f-91181 01 f »ur Yvette C*d«
FRANCE

Algebraic calculations can b> performed by the profli-»r» A HP. vlth
thi foltgitlng featurei!

• High performance! In apead and atorege. allowing to process nuae
•iipreealone. Restricted for the nonant to IBM.

• full eonvaraattonal capabilities. Including arpor racovary.
m a handling. Cnaclipolnt/ra*tart. Built-in clock.

• Nodular atruetura and dynaalc loading (Including user daf Inad
llbrarlaa) allotting all klnda of extenetona without altaring raiponaa

• uaual algebra, expansion, .eduction,,..; darivatlon:
substitutions; u n r daftnad operators, polynomial oparatlona; matrix
aigabra: Teylor expanalon; non-conunitatlva algabra; ...

____ rrrrr
THE PROGRAM ORTOCAHTAH

K)R APPLICATIONS IN EINSTEIN *fl RELATIVITY THEORY
Andrsaj Kraslitskl< N. Coparnlous Astronomical Center

Polish Aeadeay of fiolanoas, Bartyoka 18, 00 7tS Harstawa, Poland

__ ORTOCARTAM Is written in LISP. For a
non-axpirt usar, thi program can oaloulata the left-hand side of
the Einstein's field aquations from a given metric tensor.
However, it contains fairly efficient sub-prooedures for algebra-
ic simplification, differentiation, substitutions and inverting
matrices which can be used to write other agebraio programs in
LISP with muoh less effort than the effort already Invested. The
sub-proosduras are accessible to nonexpert users through a few
•parasite" programs combining parts of ORTOCARTAH into simpler
packages. This nota desorlbas some ideas used in oonstruoting the
algorithm.

BllfiKP AND CLftSSIFICmiCIH IN GENERAL RELATIVITY

IIKJO l-r.cl-
l us t , nf HIC-OI r-t ica l Physics
Mniv. of yjtaclliolm

li «vS'|f'ii 9
l l . ' -16 S1UUIKJLM, Sucjden

and Jan E. Auidii
Scliocil of Mathematical Sciences,
f-'Litfen Mary College,

•ftli lr- EiuJ F'OAII,
LONDON E l <1HS, U .K .

Hi" (I I't'iknn ol riiMic; ot i inn ifi n.itf.s in lioniT aj Kul <il j vi Ly iiirtlt"-, i t jfn .->
f i.ui'l niioiiL.AI prnbloni to deLcimiiu: wlit?thcr di f f yrenrus botweun desrr ipl . ions
o( s i t Luit I P M S rirp ( (UP tt> r r ; i l pliyviir^l di f f nrcntpr, or Hist effect ' ' - ol
di f f c;r unt. choi BO of c o w d i n o t p cvst.ciim. I l i i s i ̂  tho isqui valence! problem in
("teiicr a 1 (VcJ r-<l. i vj J y>, UI.ABS1 i s> a pi 'iqr cim, w r i t l c n nr, «u «?N tinisi on o-f rsiil-.EF',
ftir t:lfi;;-s i f i i - j l ion of tin? <:mir rliiiiiti? i n v a r i a n t (phys ica l ) prcipnti«?u o^
q«?oiiit?lr i r s i n Uencra) l"<c?l at i v i t y I'l,1!'.!.

In inii'iL t:.jcic?s i j u i t o -i l o t ol nf Fic:i uncy ail') n^ef i l lness tjf I h':- re9ult*3 in
ijainfpd by pi.'i Inrminq tin: r.r*l ctiJ al i tins of lf?i>surial mnipnnnnl H r e l a t i v e to
^ i j ivuu frame? or helr^ifl , IHOJI o l t o u usnfl art-? constant fr -:unpr- 1 i I'o thf1

in llicinm mal ((it t .orutitz) fr-unc or thu m i l l l e t r ;<cJ uliich i«» bninnrj nr.cil for
tlio c l «t.ai f i c a t i on.tl io c l «t.ai f i c a t i on .

iVnouq ciir'i R i i l l y i>vai I t ibl i : I >>iir{>iscic? SUFIVP * CLDBK1 sroms t o bi? Lbu
s n i t a b l n for t h i s U n i t of r e l a t i v i t y c a l c u l a t i o n s b o r . i ' n e i t i n f s s t ,
i til f;i ar: t i vn ,11111 p r i n t s f nr mi 1J c\'-> i n a nice* i i i u l t i p l o l i n o lorni-st and h«ml ' iv i
I cii'ior'5 .ui<l sp i i i ' i n a n i c e nay. A lso cample?:; v a r i a b l e s end f u n c t i o n s
c-'ii be H^cJ.

NORCAH - A COMPUTER CALCULUS PROGRAM

By Arne Hornat and Terje Uahl
Norwegian Oafenc* Research Establishment
Box 25. N-2007 K j e l l e r . Norway.

Abstract:

NORCAN i i a user f r iend ly (ystem wr i t ten in HACSYHA for
qualitative analysii of t-variable functions. I t works with
a menu and integrates symbolic, numerical and graphical
HACSYHA tools. Special attention has been paid to the
robustness and f l ex ib i l i t y of the system. For instance,
the user may leave NORCAN for some sophisticated MACSYHA
work, and then continue the NORCAN session. I t is also
possible to continue the NORCAN job when the present
HACSYHA session hat been overloaded.

O STENSOR - A System for Tensors

Lars l lo rn fe id t , Pliys Dept. Stockholm Univ. ,
S-113 46 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

V a n a d l s v . 9

The computer algebra system STENSOR has trnditionnlly
enphesjzed sophisticated simplification rules; - (or t i isurs, cplnars and other
objects wltli symbolic indices [1,3], - for nonconnutative and operator algebra,
- and for eg sum substitution (2]. Now one Might say that this "Intellectual
fellow" has gained "muscle" a la Schoonsclilp.

Mil I-P i s ;• 1 inii|i'it«'i «i)(jrl»ra systcin mainly devoted foi r.cili:ulr9tions in
li'.'iir.'i al Rr-I =<tivi ty t l , ^ J . » typ ica l problem for SIIEEI11 i s to chock H a
ill .t'li cnrvi'd r.pciLr!-tiiiii f u l f i l l s E i n s t f i n ' ; • i?qnati onc-i or not . This means
Cdlcul ditiiMj Hit? Kicci Keri'ior from tin? components of the metr ic tensor
tiivrn 1̂-5 i innlyt ic oqunt > nns of tho conrdinat eo ol «-.p<<cf?-tiniR, a
• il c>ii ,(t. lull t l i . it far- any n o n - t r i v i a l example involves q u i t u heavy



All required transformations are performed here by a oomputer

with the system Reduce. The system £%, does not

contain r > so it can be studied independently of the

system /j .

These symbolic methods were used for solving the problem
of dynamica of gyroscope in gymbals.

"Mncsyma computation of Dirac-Dergmann Algorithm for Hamlltonian systems
with constraints"

A. Moussiaux et Ph. lombal
Laborntoire de Physique Mathgmatique

facult^s UniversitaJres de Namur
Belqique

- A dynamical system is singular when the determinant of the matrix
-2.

» is zero. Hq., q.) is the lagrangian of the problem.

is not inyertible

q3qj
!r> this case, the Legendre transformation ot inyertible
and Dirac 's method must he used. 3r|.
Singular Lagrangians are uncountered in elpctromagnetism, general relati-
vity arid BO on. We propose a package written in Macsyma dealing with
llamiltonian constrained systems. Starting from a given tegrangian, our
program
1) compute t a) the primary constraints (PRIMC. HAC)

b) the secondary constraints (SECOND. MAC)
2) clasaify the constraints into first class and second class (CLASSE.MAC)
J) when first class constraints arise , (JAIJGr.MAC) search for supple-

mentary Jnuge constraints
4) finally the canonical oquorinii3 are computed using Dirac brackets (DJRC.MAf).
!he program runs for continuous as wnjl os in the discrete CB3<? and Include
different "subroutines" such as computation of Poisson's brackets, Dirac's
brackets, classical Mamiltonian and so on.
It was checked on more then twenty Lagrangian and constitute a tool for
classical and quantum mechanics.

INFINITE DIMENSIONAL COHPUIEB U E ALGEBRA 7

by Terj« Wahl. NDRE

There 1) an Increasing Interest in infinite dimensional Lie algebras
among ptoplt working in mathematics, physics »nd engineering. One
obvioul retson for this is that the entire classical mechanics can
be treated us a large Lie algebra. Other interesting examples occur
a* estimation Lie algebras in modern control and filtering theory.
A third famous class is provided by the Ksc-Hoody algebras, with
applications in quantum physics, sollton theory and pure number
theory (Kac 1S8J1.

All tne Li* algebras mentioned are Interesting candidates for use
of computer algebraic tools. In the case of classical mechanics a
traditional computer algebra system like HACSYHA can be applied
directly. This is not the case with Kac-Hoody algebras, where more
special purpose- methods must be used. This is the starting point
of iry lecture, which will deal with certain computational aspects of
wnat i» presently called outiilismls. tie llaskUS.- These are general
Li* J_;»Sr»» of finite or infinite dimension satisfying some very
smelt criteria, '

T lipliCT t r i m f o r m tl no <!\"?t?m
in<1 I hi l p p l k U l o n In m-clnnlc?
m. T p l r H o n o v i
Irntttut" of mithrtmT tics with c<Tmputi»r n n t i r
luito'irlin ncirlomv of' <;clincv?

-i <?y?t';m for Ijplici Innsforim tl on ind Inverse Inpltcn
tn rn formi t lon inlnq r-v-lur.r' •> ' iy, f.m i i n d-»VTlnp->d In th-»
Ins t i tu te of withinn t l cs with computer c^nt^r »>f th?

iy of i c l I H M S . I t lr. wrltt»n In th-» ivmbotlr moi'? of
y

thr» Impl.^itnnti tVon of "» spiel i t -. t i tiimnf;-. f r 'sp' ict ! v> ly
for lap lie*; hrin^form.i t l on TIVI Inv ' rT1 l ip lnc ; trinr. fornn tlon)
l i comlfi irnrt. th"» v i r l t t y of functlnn-j to hi hrinstorm-sfl uslnri
th1*1?1* <5t=i t^nnnt-. 1-5 (I ••".crl.hirl.

•?nm ; innl.1 ci t lnrn of th-; l.iplies t r in^ formi tlon system for
•solvlrso prnlit-nn In nv-M.-rhnl c<? iir^ hrl-»f ly r!»scrl h»»l. for «jxnmp-
\"., n l i t i ln lnq 'solutions In im l y t l cn l . tnorln of thr« f in i te i l im^nts
"qmtions for riymmlc lonllni j !•» ron-?l rJ'Tr'H.

t in Impliminti t l on of tools for lxilldt.no, mil nt» nine* -ini
ni of m-i thfjpn t l c i I. knowl'j'lrr! h i iT j wl';h rTiiic.*! 7 system I-.

l . In p i r t l c n l i r , -\ hi-,'! of t r l qnnom«trl c. formuli" Is
In -?om» prnhl.i»m<; In m^chinlcs.

Application of Computer Algebra to the Theory of the

Vibration-rotational Spectra of Diatomic Molecules

J. F. Ogllvie

Research School of Chemistry, Institute of Advanced Studies,
The Australian National University, G. P. O. Box 4,

Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia

By means of computer algebra,-the Dunham (1932)

theory of the vibration-rotational spectroscopy of diatomic

molecules has been greatly extended in order to permit a

complete treatment of the frequencies and intensities of

spectral lines, whether measured experimentally in absorp-

tion, emission or Raman scattering. The WKBJ method of

obtaining the term-value coefficients of the vibration-

rotational energy EyJ has been used to derive expressions for

all the energy coefficients U., or Y. , up to tenth order (
10 , ki kl

al ' 10' •••' •

Further extensions of the theory both to molecules

in other than J£ electronic states and beyond the Born-

bppenheimer approximation of separated electronic and nuclear

motions are in prog :ss.



The t reduction language is designed in accordance will) the algebraic
cosilruclion of our combiasiory ijritcm, the J algebra of functional programs. This
•void* n additional metalevcl ttagutge for proving properties of programs and allows
the J-Maehlno to tssisl » programmer in carrying out the proofs and program
transformations. For example, the equiralencss between functional programs are
•imply proven by analysing the symbolic compulations of the program: since the
evaluation of a functional program closely follows the equations of the J algebra.

The author has made a preliminary implementation of the J-Machinc in the O
language on a Vax 11/780 at the University of Melbourne. The J-Machine is mainly
oriented towards symbol manipulation and it aims at exposing flows of data, and a
high drgree of parallelism in ordinary functional programs. A preliminary
performance analysis of the J-Machine interpreter has been very encouivgiug.

Monday, April 1, 16.00 - 18.00
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EQUATIONS AND COMPUTER ALGiSBRA

Gerdt V.P. ; Shvachka A.?..

Laboratory of Computing Techniques and Automation
Joint Institute for Nuclera- Research

The last few year& there have been a lot of exiting new
results in the area of classification of integrable nonlinear
evolution equations

u.t = F(u,u1,... , u n ) , u = u(x,t) , u ± o — j - (1)

The classification of higher order equations ( n> 3 ) demand:,
tedious computations. To carry them out automatically we doveloptn1

the classification algorithms and program FORUINT /fiordt, Shvach-
ka, Zharkov (1984a)/ based on the computer alGebra system PL/1 ~
F0RI1AC /Bohr (1973)/. The program allows one to chock the condi-
tions of formal intogrability for (1), to obtain the equivalent
equations to those on the F function, to find the nontrivial
elements of the Lie-BJlcklund algebra (symmetries) and to compute
the conservation law densities.

SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA IN PROBLEMS OF NONLINEAR
MECHANICS

KL1MOV D.M.

In mechanics the mathematical models of real phenomena are
used, which take into aocount only principal features of phenome-
na, assuming oertain parameters to' be small. But sometimes even
small tenns oan change results of analysis both qualitatively and
qualitatively. So for an accurate study of problems of mechanics
the solution to sets of nonlinear equations are required.



A CAVLEY FILE OF FINITE SIMPLE GROUPS

C H Campbell and E F Robertson

Mathematical Institute, University of St Andrews

The contents of a file containing information about finite simple

roups is described. The file Is readable by the CAYLEY group theory

anguage and is available on tape.

The file contains each pair of minimal permutation generators for

ach of the simple groups of order less than one million together with a

resentatlon of the group satisfied by these permutations. Two words

n the generators which generate a subgroup of minimal index are also

iven for each pair of generators for each of the groups.

ON A. PROGRAM FOR C/I.CTJUVTION OF

SOME COMMUTATOR LAWS IN THE SIMPLIi GROUP PSl.(2,8)

/ Daniela B. Nikolova/

The subject of our r-jocnt research have been groups

with a (m,n)-law, i.e. with a commutator law of tlio typot

One aspect which seems to liave been still little con-

sidered is that of the laws which finite nonabeJ ian simple

groups satisfy. The object of this note is a computer-aided

searoh of the minimal (m,n)-lav in PSL(2,8). The calculations

can easily be generalized for the other simpla groups of the

series PSL(2,q).

The minimal (m,n)-law» have been studind before by the

author in some other classes of eroups.

Symbolic computation in some Lie algebras

M.F.Newman

A description will be given of an implementation (in
Fortran 77) of some algorithms for manipulating with finite
presentations for some finite Lie algebras. The Lie
algebras In question are finite-dimensional, nilpotent,
graded and their field of sealers has prime order. This
program Is based on a similar one for manipulating finite
presentations for groups of prime-power order. It has been
used .to obtain Information about Lie algebras which satisfy
an Engel condition and hence ho deduce information about the
effect of exponent laws on groups.
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AN ADJACENCY ALGORITHM FOR
CYLINDHICAL AI.GEURA1C DECOMPOSITIONS

OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE

DENNIS 8. AllNON, CEOHOB E. COLLINS, AND SOOTT McCALLUM
X«r«x PARC, Unlv.relly of WI.con.tn, Unlvanlty

Abitract. Given a act of r-viiriats Integral polynomials, R cynWricnl <i/gcnraic
ffrcoiaiinsiciou (cud) of cuclidenn r-Hpnre £' partitions c into connected subsets cnin-
pntililc with Hie leros of tlie polynomials. Enrh subset Is ft cell. Two cells of n cad
arn luljneent if their union is ennnrctrd. In application* of cad't, one often wishes
to know tlio adjnecut pnira of cells. In a previous paper we gnve an algorithm wliirli
•lctcnnincs the pairs of mljnient edit as it constructs » end of the plmie. We give inch
an algorithm Iiere for three-dimensional apace.

CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS FOR
CYLINDRICAL ALGEI1RAIC DECOMPOSITIONS

OP TWO AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES

DENNIS 9. ARNON
XnriM PA RO

Abstract. Given » set of r-viuintc Integral pulyiKinilnll, n cylimlllcnl nlgebtak
tlpeowpnnillon (cml) of rticliduati r-spnrc R' purtUionn B' inio connected nnli.irtu com-
pntiblc with tlie icros of the polynomials. Each subset Is IUI i-ccll for ooine i, 0 < i < r
(nn i-ct'll is a honii'iiniiiriih of IS'). G. Collins gnva tlip first coil con»truitloii itiyoritliin
(1075). A recent sequence of pnpers by Annul, Collins, nnd MCCHIIIIIII (1084-5) iias
given new algorithms which ilelcrniine the pnirs of udjnrent cells as they construct
end's of two nnd three dinifiisioiinl spnee. The present pnp~:r extends these result*,
using the iilin of Rronpiim approjirintc cnllvctiuna of uitjnccnt cells Into "clusters".
We show how the suitable use of clusters cunhlin us tu yive new cud construction
algorithms that are often significantly more efficient than previous OIUM.

ON THIS IMPLEMENTATION OF
CYLINDRICAL ALUEURAIC DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHMS

DKNNI9 S. AltNON
Xnrax I'ARO

Abitract. Wo report on vxperlvnce with llm first complete liupli'iiientntlont or
cyllnrdicnl lUgrhniit diTonipoaitliiii (tiul) IIIKOIUIIIIM. Our ohjixtivr* lue; (I) present
a selection of oxitniplin lh«t i.nve breii fun, to givo IUI idea of the current range or
nppllcnbillty of the lnij>leiuer>'M n]|>orltliinH, mid (2) eoni|inre the pcrroriunncc of tin.
otl|;iiinl vcrHJon of the aid idgorlthnt, laid R now version which iiinfco use of kmiwlrdgu
of ndjnccnt puiw iif cclla (the "clusterlim" cod algorithm). We conclude liy niKijisllng
some wnyi of iinprovlng rlfieirncy.



80LVIMQ THE PROBLEMS OP KINETICS OF COMPLEX REACTIONS BY SYMBOL

ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATION METHODS

A.L.Semjonov, L.S. llel'nlkov, V.A. Evatigneev

Institute of Mathematics, Siberian Div. USSR Ao.Soi., Novosibirsk

Representation of a'oomplex ohemical reaotion in the form of a

weighted oriented graph allows graph-theoretioal methods to be used

for oaloulating various oharaoteriaticB of the reaotion. It eeema to

be two ways of computer implementation of theae methods» (1) design

of specialised computers and prooeaaora on the baae of microprocess-

ing teohnologyi and (2) uae of symbol algebraic manipulation systems.

It is the oeoond way that is considered in the paper.

Session "Computational Group Ihcory"
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Algorithms for the Character Theory of

tlte Symmetric Croup

Omer Egecioglu
U. of California, Santa Barbara, USA

This paper describes the basic ingredients of a software package under
development at University of California Santa Darbara for the character theory
of I lie symmetric groups. Tlie point of departure is the reduction of various
operations on the irreducible characters of thn symmetric groups to the resolu-
tion of products of Sehur symmetric [unctions. We implement recent combina-
torial (cc)iiii(|iios for symmetric fund ions together wild an cllirient nlgoritlim for
multiplying Schur functions. This makes it possible to generate the expansions
of pletliysms and Kronecker products among others, in a unified and systematic
manner.

(experimental implementation of a number of these algorithms in a UNIX
environment, yielded l.nhlcH oC expansions of plrl.liynins Tor the totally symmetric
nntl antisymmetric enscs which go considerably further than any that can be
found in the literature.

IIOUST-CASK ANALYSIS or AI£OMTI IUS rou COMPUTATIONAL pitoumis

ON AI.ICI.IAN I'KUMUTATION GROUPS

CostasS. liiopnulos. New Jersey I .of Technology, USA
Hero computational problems on permutation groups represented by a sot

ot generators are Investigated. In general computing the order , the canonical

structure . a set of defining relations . a basis , el al. for abstract abelian groups

require expoi.inlial time (see [0 | and [9)) . but It will be shown that such compu-

tations in abelian permutation groups require polynomial time In terms of the

number of points moved by the group. ,„,.-,

A Knulh-BendU Completion of lomc Coxeter Groups

Philippt L* Chinadtc

presentation of Ihese groups found by the

are given including some crlstallographlc groups.



the variety of A. The cad algorithm proceeds by forming successive projec-

tions of the input cet A, each projection resulting in the elimination of one

variable. This paper is concerned with a refinement to the cad algorithm,

and to its projection operation in particular.

Arithmetic in Quadratic Fields
with Unique Factorization

Erich Kaltofen
Rensselacr Polytechnic Institute

Htinrich RoiltUchtk
Kent State University

In this paper, we establish that from a factorization of N ( into rational primes p,
. . . pt we can construct for Gxed d in deterministic polynomial-time in eize ( the

factorization C = *| • • • ir.. Since O4 is a unique factorization domain the prob-
lem amounts to factoring a rational prime p in O4. We solve this problem by using
s constructive version of a theorem by A. Thue for solving the diophantine equation
** _ i j * = * p in *, y «">d »*"»" *- T W s approach is from D. Shanks (78|, Sec.
71, though our i is about the squareroot from the one obtained there. The main
feature of this approach is that it does not require the compulation of greatest com-
mon divisors in Ot and consequently turns out to be faster. That our reduction is
deterministic requires the result by R. Schoof (83] and the fact that A is fixed.

For the four complex quadratic Gelds with unique factorization but without a
Euclidean algorithm we will provide two more results. First, we establish that in
each Ot there exist integers £ and </ such that no remainder sequence where
remainders of increased norm are permitted can eventually result in a zero
remainder. This a • stronger statement than asserting that the domains are not
Euclidean. Secondly, we will present another GCD algorithm which is based on a
short lattice vector construction. We include this algorithm because it would work
in polynomial time for any complex quadratic Oeld without fixing the dbcriminant.

ABOUT A NEW METHOD FOR COMPUTINO IN ALGEBRAIC

NUMBER FIELDS

Jean DELLA DOHA, Clalro DICRESCENZO, Dominique DL'VAL

TIM 3 h 1NST1TUT FOURIER, Grenoble

Algebraic numbers usually appear In computations as polynomial
n l n2 "« l t I2 l(

expressions 'Z, 53 ... 2j &., • i')°i a 2 '"at where a.,a,,...,fl-

are roots of polynomials P^X) € QlX) „ P2(X) € Qta^tX) . . . . .
P (X) e $(a a )(Xl . These expressions form a Q-algcbra that

8 I I-1
we denote by Q(P,, Po,..., P,> . We present here a new method for

I Z Z
computing In this nlgebra.

Instead of fnctorlr.lng the Pj's as much as possible, os la

usually done, our method Is o "lazy" one that factories only when needed

during the computation. We don't need uny factorization algorithm but

only gcds computations, and we use Gauss algorithm for matrices to

perform them.



ON MECHANICAL QUANTIFIER ELIMINATION
l'OH laCMENTARY ALGEDUA AND GEOMETRY

DENNIS a. AHNON AND 8COTT T. SMITH
X>r*a PAIIC «nj Carnall UnlvanUy

Abstract. We lepurt on expcriuicu with tlie firnt ntluiiipti to apply • complete
Implementation of (1. tiolliiia' quantifier idimllutlnn imithml for elcimuiliiry tilguhra
uiil ||i:oiiiulry to ucluul problem*. The key component uf out software b llic inij>liMucii-
latiiou uf the cylinilrtml Algebraic decomposition algorithm. We propose cxtciiuiuus
kiiil inodificulhmi tn lliu quuiuiiiet diminution nlgurilliui intended to incrcuac ita me-
fulncM.

^s uslnq s:i

W. Bdge, R. Gebauer, H. Kredl, U. of Heidelberg, FRG

w> «mt to rhmonstrat" th= compute t l on of cjro'ihner IVJSUS uslnii
thu SHC' computer .ilq>br* system, our computation sy.ti>m nff-r-s
1 Urq* frjecjniii In chnslnq *n HppoprHts vnrUbl.n or.terlnq ari.l
offers two dlf ferant t?rm or-Hrlnqr,. th»s.-> chols<>s are of
crucial tinportance for the compiitlno tlmo. b-jsMes this oro-hn»r
bis^s cw \M computed In polynomial rinqs ovir sovsr=il crt'sfffcj^'nt
fteUls. tisinq thas« capihl Lt Lias , we exemplify th? ctmimU t l on'
of primit ive elemrents for a doubL; Un-5br=ilc f ie ld - x t - rn lon
dv=.r th-s rational nuinb<jrs. moruov-r ths compute t l on of lh,
roots of a i i n l v i r H t i polynomial ov^r q, ipplylnq fch-j pick^
for solvlnq systems of a lq -bn lc aqiutlons, Is et-jmons t r i to.\
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A POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHM poit THE
TOPOLOGICAL TYPE OF A REAL ALGEURAIC CURVE

DBNNIS S. AIINON AND SCOTT McCALLUM
Xftroit PAHC and Unlva»lty of Toronto

Abatrnct. It wiu proved over n century ngn tluit an nlui-bniir curve C in the teal
projretive pliuic, of drgrrc n, luis st must l"~'»"-'.l .̂ j coiuiprtiHl component). If
in nddition C in On: nf xiiiKnluritiiv (iiiirli iki Hi'lf-cciiBsinK", iMulalnl puiutit, or cusps),
til on rncli of ita components u » topologirnl citric. A f ircln lyin|> in the projretive
pliuin either u-jiiunlea the pliuic into u disk (the iiilrrinr of the cirrln) mid A Mobiu*
lumil (the exterior of the rirrle), or dncn not urpnrnto the phuic. In the former CMC,
thn circle ia lulled nil ov/J. Aosuiiiiiii; tliut C u liimniiiRulur, then nil itn componenta '
nrc ovals if n is rven, aiul nil except one nre oval it if n in odd. We any that ail oval
is included in Another if it lien in the other'a Ulterior. The tupnUiKiml typo ot (»
nonpingulnr) C ia roinpletely detenniiu'd by (1) the parity of n, (2) the number of
ov<ils C liiis, mid (3) the piutiiU ordering of itn nviiln miller the iiirlnniiin relntion. We
show liow a remit algorithm to construct a cylindrical njgehrme dcroiniMniitioii of the
plane, nnd delrnuinc the pairs of adjucent cells therein, inn be modilicd mid extended
to on algorithm with the following specifications: (*ivcn a honiogencoua polynomial
/ ( * I V I * ) n ' >lr(;rec n with integer cocllir.icuta, cherlt whether the curve C ilcfineil by
/ = 0 is iionsiiiRiilnr, nnd if so, compute CV topologicnl type. We eatiinntc that the
maximum computing time of tlu9 new nl|>orithu> ia O('iSYL(d)s), where d ia the amD
of the nb»nlutc vnluca of tli« integer coeliicicnta of / , mill L{d) is the length of d.

AN IMPROVED PROJECTION OPERATION FOR

CYLINDRICAL ALGEBRAIC DECOMPOSITION

Scott McCallum

University of Toronto

A fundamental algorithm pertaining to the solution of polynomial equa-

tions in several variables is the cylindrical algebraic decomposition (cad) algo-

rithm due to G£. Collins [COL75J, [ACM84]. Given as input a set A of

integral polynomials in r variables, Ihe cad algorithm produces, a decomposi-

tion of JRr into cells, such that each polynomial in A is invariant in sign

throughout each of the cells of the decomposition.

A key component of the cad algorithm is the projection operation: the

projection of a set A of r-variate polynomials is defined to be a certain set

PROJ(A) of (r-l)-variale polynomials. The solution set, or variety, of Ihe

polynomials in PROJ(A) comprises a projeclion in the geometric tense of



STQNSOR uses Disc Automatically
for HUIECO Computations

Lori HBrnfe ldt , Phys Oept. Stockholm U n i v . , Vonadisv . 0
S-113 46 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

S u m m n r y : STENSOR can now automatically store and retrieve intermediate
expressions a* f i le i on disk. This being done with consideration to the
algebraic structure mokes it much more efficient thnn vlrtuol memory paging. As
Scnoonschlp, STENSOR has thus virtually no limitation as to expression size.

Current Oevelopements In LISP

J A Padgot

This talk fs a survey. In part from firsthand experience, ol the current
developments In LISP and specialised LISP hardware happening In Europe.
America and Japan. This research will have ma)or Implications lor computer
algebra and algebra system environments.

Although LISP, by Us extensible nature, has always been an evolving
language, unconstrained by standards, the past tew years have been amongst
the most active. In the Held of language work there have been SCHEME-84.
Commln LISP. Standard LISP 85 and 3-LISP. whilst In hardware there are the
continuing development of Symbolics, the arrival of Texas Instruments, several
experimental machines In Japan, such as FLATS. Alpha and TAO. and the start
of similar projects In Europe.

How all these factors will alfect future developments and Implementations of
REDUCE. MACSYMA and SCRATCHPAD will also be discussed.

Session "Symbolic/Numeric Interface 1"
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Numerical Methods with Automatic Verification

"Siegfried H. Rump

Abstract. The possible effects of rounding errors in numerical computation
are woll known. To overcome these problems new methods have been derived.
The mathematical basis is an inclusion theory providing theorems, the
assumptions of which con be verified on digital computers. For this
verification a precisely defined computer arithmetic is indispensable. The
algorithms based on the inclusion theory have the following properties in
common:

[ every result is automatically verified to be correct

|| the results are of high accuracy; the error of every component of the
result is of the magnitude of the relative rounding error unit

C moreover the solution of the given problem Is automatically shown to
exist and to be unique within the computed error bounds

I the computing tl.no is of the same order as a comparable (purely)
floating-point algorithm (the latter, of course, offers none of the new
features).

The theory and corresponding algorithms have boen developed for standard pro-
blems of numerical analysis such as systems of linear and nonlinear
equations, eigenproblems, zeros of polynomials, linear and convex
programming and others. The date of • given nay be afflicted with
tolerances. In this case every problem Included within the tolerances is
solved and an inclusion of i ts solution is computed. The key property of the
algorithms is that error, control is performed automatically. The efficiency
of the algorithms Is demonstrated by solving extremely ill-conditioned pro-
blems (such as inverting the Illlbert 21x21 matrix) with maximum accuracy,
i . e . the left and right bounds of all components of the solution are adjacent
floating-point numbers.

The new methods has been announced by IBH as a program prduct named ACRITil.
The program package ACR1TII consists of the subroutines for solving numerical
problems, the arithmetic as well an Online Training Component. Tlio latter
will be demonstrated.
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An Algebraic Implementation of Packages

Snorri Agnarsson
H. S. Kriahnamoorthy
B. David Saundecs

Rensaelaer Polytechnic Institute
Department of Computer i

A metnod of modelling packages or modules with substitutions is presented.
Information hiding, encapsulation, and generic packages are automatically
supported by thia model.
Uolng a few basic operations or packages, any package can be built, using
a collection of basic packages as building blocks.
A study of this model also thrcws some light on issues relating to language
design and linkage editors.
Generic packages can be built, that can be used as building blocks for new
packages. The packages defin<;< by the model lend themselves well to
algebraic manipulation.

The SMP Pattern Matcher
__ J.M.Greif

Tbe symbolic manipulation program, SMP (Wolfram 83|, b characterized by heavy use

of pattern matching. All SMP programs are function definitions. A function definition

may comprise several parts, each one a rule which fires when the arguments of some

invocation of that function match the arguments specified in the rule. If several rules

can be used, the most specific one is in general chosen. Pattern matching is also used in

substitution) which is a controlled form of rule application.

A new pattern matcher has been recently implemented in SMP which greatly extends

and improves upon its' predecessor. This abstract describes the novel features of this

pattern matcher and issues that must be dealt with during construction of such a

program. Details of tbe implementation will be reported elsewhere.

An Expression Compression Package for REDUCE

based Oil

Factorization and Controlled Expansion

B.J.A. Hulshof and J.&. van tlulzen

Twente University of Technology, Department of Computer Sclencs

P.O. Box 217. 7500 AE Enschede, the Netherlands t

Some REDUCE 3 facilities are presented which, in manv situations, allow to

improve the comprc lenslbillty of large output expressions.

These facilities are heuristic in nature and based on the presumption that some

variables in the given expression!s) play a weighted role, thus making worth the

effort of recursively applied searches in nearby terms (using faotorization or

expansion) for common subv•••.. .esslon, which can be faotored out locally. Although

based on Idea's of Brenner and Cook, who implemented similar facilities In

MACSYMA, we believe our package to be more general and, in addlton, easily

applicable In combination with our code optimization paokuge.

UNIX - A Basis for Portable Symbolic Software Systems

H. Spittaler
Olivetti AT&T, Vienna, Austria

ATT has put forward version V of the UNIX operating system. This system
should become a standard for the implementation of software systems, in par-
ticular symbolic software systems, to ease the portability of software between
different manufacturers. In Austria, after a period of almost exclusive coopera-
tion with universities, a broad range of Industrial applications of UNIX can be
envisaged in the near future.

UNIX is an "open" operating system and gives new P ° " 1 5 1 1 1 t J ^ f o r the realiza-
tion of complex software systems for production and information systems. This
concept allows the construction of Interactive man-machine Interfaces. l«"x

offers the possibility of Incorporating control and regulat ng mec^nisms n
complex system structures that up to now have not been r " " " ^ except with
Irresponsible U!,e of resources. The final objective of such concepts Is
establishing the environment where decisions on the creative level can be made
freely.

In this lecture we offer implementations.



floating-point Computation In
PASCAL-SC with Verified Results

J. Wolff von Gudenberg

Karlsruhe

In this paper we give an overview how recent requirements for computer

arithmetic are embedded In the higher programming language PASCAL-SC.

With these new features namely Interval arithmetic, an optimal scalar

product and expressions for a new data type called dotpredsion,

PASCAL-SC provides a tool to compute verified results of maximum accur-

acy for many standard problems 1n numerical analysis. The extensions

are eas;- to use, allow the encoding of short but powerful programs,

and can be Implemented without loss of efficiency compared to the con-

ventional floating-point arithmetic.

A POSTERIORI INTERVAL ANALYSIS

Yu.V.Matijasevich

Leningrad Branch Steklor Inst i tute of Mathematlos

The main question 1st How large can be the difference (error)

between the value of u printed by the computer and the actual

value of the quantity that we need to calculate?

In th i s paper, we introduoe a new approach whloh i s asymptoti-

ca l ly optimal and a t i l l has only l inear alow-down. I t i s natural j

to ask why ouoh a method was not discovered earlier? An answer

could be as follows* Moore's interval analysis gave * very attrao-

t ive model of computer arithmetic and inspired many extention* and

generalizations* But a l l of then inherited two burdenst the burden

of t o t a l i t y and on-lina burden*

Our approach i s neither on-line nor total* The non-total i ty

may sound 'implausible, however we are going to present a way of

calculating a sharp error bound on the final value without calcu-

la t ing sharp error bounds on the intermidlato values.

A SOLUTION TO THIS POLYNOMIAL HIINKIX.OODK

CONViSKSION I'UOIII.KM

A. Mukhopadhyay, Concordia U., Montreal, Canada

I'Uo polynomial 'Uens.ol-codu of rational lunutn.ii i i (x ) / b(x) C P(x) ,

foe somu f i e l d V, i s I he puir' lutx) d (x) moit n ,n) for a given

pos i t iv« intugur r, where (c(x) / d ( x ) ) x «- a ( x ) / blx) uuch that

c(x) and d(x) hftvo non-zero constant tenru.. Such a roproscmtatton

schema was proposed by lUistmamuttUy 131 to cimliol in termed id to

exponent growth in coaifuUitions Involving rational f\mctionu. The

d i f f i c u l t y with th i s uuhune \ia& UIQ couvuruiun ot Hut uodou to

rational functions. In th i s paper, we have outl ined u ualutiiin Lo

the problem and constructed an algorithm bam-il on i t to obtain n

rational function from i t s coded rcprcuent.ition. Tim algorithm

uses the Extended Idicl idoan alQorithm. We have .il;.o diucussi-d an

interest ing applicntion, n.unuly, the reduction (if a i.itioinil

function to i t t . uiinplobt form.

SYMBOLIC MANIPUUTI0N3 ON A COMPUTER AND THEIR

APPLICATION TO GENERATION AND INVESTIGATION 0?

DIFFERENCE SCHEMES.

V.a.Ganzha, S.I.Uaaurik, V.P.Shapeev

SSSR, Novosibirsk, Institute of Theoretical and

Applied Mechanics SO AN SSSR

In the given article there are proposed several methods to
realize symbolically on a computer (algorithms) the processes of
construction and investigation of difference schemes for systems
of partial differential equations with numerous independent varia-
bles. The realization of these algorithms aa a package of ".programs
for a ooraputer is considered, the possibilities and peculiarities
of its functioning in different cases of setting the initial dif-
ferential and difference equations are discussed. The examples of
praotical application of the programs of the package are present-
ed.
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0 A T A T Y P E S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

K 0 U N A L I S Frrmanuel

The proof - theoret lea l nature of i n i t i a l algebra R«nant ics provides us
the t » 3 i 9 for shewing the cnrpleteness of Datn lyrx? Speci f icat ions by

term rewr i t ing methods. Rased unon thpse methods- in which thp r-ajations of
a speci f icat ion are regarding as rewr i t ing ru les- we show the decidnbi I i t v
of conplnteness In a very large subclass of algebraic, speci f icat ions
including non-linear and/ or non-normalizing ones.

Furthermore the decision algorithm allows us on one hand to corrplete
j w r t i a l specif icat ions and on the other hand to "reason" atxxit the
structure of stiecMicat ions.

Some computer experiments to i l l u s t r a t e i t s twhavior arr» a lso given.

ON SOLVING THE EQUALITY PROBLEM IN THEORIES
DEFINED BY HORN CLAUSES

Etienne Paul

Vie propose in this paper a slight modification of the Knuth
and Bendix algorithm for solving the equality problem in
non-equational theories defined by a set of Horn clauses. We
prove that the completeness property of the algorithm is then
preserved, provided that a weak axiomatization of boolean
calculus and equality has been given to the algorithm. In
particular, we need only the reflexivity axiom for equality.

This algorithm can also be interpreted as the extension to
Horn clauses of the resolution/narrowing algorithm proposed by
Lankford tLA], which applies only when the equality predicate
does not occur positively in non-unit clauses. We show that this
method is much more restrictive for handling equality in Horn
clauses than the usual paramodulation-based methods. We give
some examples of theorems proved by this method, which show i ts
efficiency.

Another application of the Knuth and Bendix algorithm is the
proof by induction (Musser [MU], Huet-Hullot [HH], and others).
We show that our version of the completion algorithm can be used
for proving universally quantified formulas (not only equations)
in the initial model defined by a set of Horn clauses.

Reducing tha Complexity of the Knulh-Bendlx
Completion Algorithm:

A "Unification" or Different. Approaches

Franz Vinkler
Dept. of Cor put nr and Infcrirritiop Sciences

University of Dalauare

Ilie Krnth-Rendlx completion procedure f i r rewrita rule systw. I-,
of wide iipi'l leanility In symbolic and ahwhralc computation. ' Already
in their «rniinal p.im-r |Knu|.liWi7 1 I).E. Kmith and I'.lt. Rend I x h.i/e
suggested to keep a l l the rules fnterrertiKcd during the execution vf
the alyorlltim. This Idea has bppn elaborated by fi. Ihet Illuet81l. Inl -
Iijw1n>i an Idea of R. michbernur I»ii79' ror improviny the complexity
behaviour of the Oriilmer bases 'algorithm the author has developed ,i
criterion f i r eliminating unnecessary cr i t ical pairs |Mink lei H31,
|Uii»'jfJ3l. in this pap»T we demonstrate that both these approaches for
r«rinr1n<i Mip r.nnp|n\ifv of tlu» Knuth-Bondix completion algorithm can
be combined in a sinqle algoritfiiu.

A Confluence Criterion Based on the Generalised Newman Lemma

Wolfgang KOchtln, Malhemetlk, ETH 8082 ZOrlch, Switzerland

The Knuth-Bendlx (KB-) complellon procodure oraduolly transforms a set of term equations Into • finitely
terminating set R of rewrlta-rutes. Many more rules may be needed than there were equations, to make
good the loss of computational power Incurred by restricting ihe us* of equations to one-sided
application. Candidates for new rules are systematically computed as critical pairs at each Iteration of the
procodure, while only those pairs must actually become rules that cannot yet be reduced to • common
normal form by the compiled rules.

A confluence criterion predicts the (eventual) confluence of a pair without actually reducing It, better stilt,
without creating It at all. Wlnklor has presented such a criterion by a nolable analogy to polynomial ideal
theory, and has suggested Its application for eliminating unnecessary reductions In the KB-atgorilhm. His
criterion Is difficult lo handle algorlthmlcally; • weak iorm still requires the compulation oi 2 unHteaAlons
and 2 matches for each application, and it Is still unclear how much exactly both versions dWer m
strength. Subsequently, Wlnkler and Buchberger (2] have divided the proof of the criterion Into a general
part which Is a generalisation of Newmnn's lemma, and a special part for term-rewriting systems.
Based on earlier empirical observations [1], we argue that the KB-wllh-crIterlon algorithm proposed In [2]
Is not practical, apart from the complexity of testing, because It restricts htarmedlate reduction of critical
pairs. We show that a more powerful version of Wlnkler's criterion can be derived from the generalise©;
Newman Lemma. This new criterion enjoys a number of benefits. It b simple: In a slightly restricted form
the weak version requires only a slnglo match to test for. It blends well with the overall completion
procedure: First, application of the full criterion Is equivalent lo repeatedly testing for the weak form, which

1 makes bo»b' orms nearty equivalent wllhin the iterative KB-algortthm; second, when employed to decrease
the number of critical pairs lo be created, the new criterion does not Interfere with a least size oriented
completion strategy. II actually furthers the complellon process: empirical results from several examples
Indicate a considerable gain In efllcloncy for the amended KB-akjorlthm.
Finally, an application of the new confluence criterion to KB theory give* a conctee justHlcatlon of the
Intermediate reducHonofrulesandpalrsthal makes Die KB-aigorlthm computationally feasible.
Ml KOchlln, WV. A Theorem-Proving Appproach to the Knuth-Bendlx Completion Algorithm. Ira

"Computer Algebra". Proceedings of EUnoCAM'62, LNCS14*. Springer 10BZ
[2] Wlnkler, F., and Buchberger. B.: A Criterion lor Ellmlnatino Unnecessary Reductions I n t t a

Knuth-Bendlx Algorithm. Colloquium on Algebra, Combinatorics and Logic m Computer Sctonoe,
Gyor (Hungary), 108a



Eft 11 - Equation* I Reasoning! an Interactive Laboratory

A. J. J. Dick

Infermatlci Division, Software Engineering Group
Rutherford AppUton Laboratory. Chi I ton, Dldcot, OXON OXU OQX, U.K.

ERIL U an experimental laboratory for eqiiatlonal reasoning baled—on~
Knuth-Bendix tuperpotltion. The emphatls of existing facilities (e.g. REVE '
and RRL) hat been on the generation of confluent sets of rewrite rules.
ERIl It a tool for investigating a wider range of strategies for equatlonat
reasoning related applications. :

i

ERIL allows the dynamic alteration the attributes of the system. A variety
of types of equation are permitted, including rewrlte-rules, undirected
equations and hypotheses. The equation base is divided into user specified
sets, whose functions are controlled through attribute lists which describe
how sets Inter-relate. A variety of orderlngs may be associated with par-
ticular sets of directed rules, as well as algorithms for sorting equations
wltrln a set. Various forms of the ..mith-Bendlx algorithm fall naturally
into this framework, Including compI it I on modulo a set of equations. It is
also possible to tailor the system ti perform inductive proofs, program
transformations, priority rewriting ind other useful applications.

Underlying ERIL Is a lattice-structu-ed typing method which allows the
treatment of certain classes of pirtial algebra that would otherwise re-
quire the use of conditional rewri'c-rules. The undefined type is used to
describe the result of apply I m) a function to an argument outside Its
domain of definition, and superposl .ions that yield the undefined type are
considered as meaningless.

ERIL forms part of the algebraic tools developed in Waterloo Prolog for the
AVER project in the Department of Computing, Imperial College, aimed at
providing an environment convenient for the specification and verification
of computer programs.

IMPLEMENTATION OF A GENERAL COMPLETION PROCEDURE PARAMETERIZED
BY BUILT-IN THEORIES AND STRATEGIES

' Claude Kirchner and Helena Kirchner

Centre de Recherche en Infornatique de Nancy
BP 239, 54506 Vandoeuvre Les Nancy Cedex, France

The Knuth and Bendix's completion procedure originally computes a rewriting system R
which generates the sane equivalence on terms as a given set of equations A. Moreover R
is proved to have the so-called Church-Rosser property, which allows deciding equality
of two tersi* by using rewritings only, provided that; R satisfies uniform termination.

An equatlonal completion procedure is thus aimed to find a rewriting'system ft having
these two properties and such that (RUE) generates the same equivalence on terms than A.
Up to now, coapletion procedures had been designed mainly for the restricted case where
C is composed of associativity and commutetlvlty axioms. A very general completion pro-
cedure was.described in 111, that subsumes all known completion algorithms.

REVEURJ is an implementation of this general completion procedure whose originality
is due to two main features :

• Functions symbols may havn properties defined by a set E of non orientabl* equations,
provided that algorithms for E-equality, E-matching and E-unificetlon are available. All
these algorithms together with the set of equations E make up a buiit-ln theory. At
now, the commutative theory, the associative-commutative theory and any combination of
them are implemented. The modularity of the system alley easily adding new ones.

- The system allows experiments since a completion la parameterlted by the user'*
choice of rewriting. It Is then possible to try to complete a given theory, using either
Huet, Peterson and Stickel or Jouannaud's method. In addition three other parameter*
have been introduced: they provide the user with choices for ensuring the coherence pro-
perty of the set of rules (by adding extension rules in a more or less systematical
way), for orienting generated rules (in a manual or automatic way), for superposing
rules (for instance smallest ones first).

From experiments It becomes clear that the choice of the rewriting method Is crucial
for completion, both for computational efflcency and termination reasons. REVEUR3 [2]
is written in CLU and will be released as a new version of the system REVE.

1. J.P. Jouannaud and H. Kirchner, "Completion of a set of rules modulo a set or equa-
tions," Proceedings 11th ACM Conference of Principles of Programming Languages,
(1984).

2. C. Kirchner and H. Kirchner, "Implementation of General Completion Procedure
Parameterized by Built-in Theories And Strategies," Rapport Cr\n 84-R-85 (1984).

ABC : an algebraic theory for unwinding

intermediate codes

S'. STEFAN I -A.URSINI

University of Siena

The recent spreading of the use of computers in new and different

directions entails the growing up of the number of programming

languages as well as of hardware architectures. Consequer.tely

there is an increasing need of defining techniques for the

manipulation and' the unwinding of programs at the stage of

intermediate code.

The independence of the intermediate code fron. both the high

level language and the particular hardware requires an abstract

and general definition of the semantic th.e transformation rule,

are to obey in order to ensure the correctness of the whol.

translation process*



In this P«P«r w» f i rs t of al l propose «n algebraic framework of

the? integer and boolean arithmetics which art? bui l t - in in any

computing machine. We consider two principal equational theories

ABC and A,B,C the latter being a loose version of tns» former,

where the connections among the arithmetical, boolean,

"predicative" parts are weakened. Secondly we present a reduction

system for tetrms of A,B,C . For this purpose we have devised a

number of tools which seem able to cope with the troubles usually

experienced working with such a kind of algebras.

Session "Applications 111"

Tjesday, April 2, 17.00 - 17.15

COMPUTER ALGEBRA IN NORWAY

by

Arne Hornxs
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

Box 25, N-200T Kjeller, Norway.

Norway has not played any significant part in the development of
computer algebra. It was first in 1910 Norwegian Defence Research
Establirhment (NDRE) started to use HACSYHA. by using the PDP-tO
machine at HIT, Boston, and the AftPA-net connection. The Hacsyma
system has been used in fields like electro-optics, mechanics and
information theory, lately it has been a growing interest in computer
algebra among Norwegian scientists. Some research institutes have also
got their own computer algebra program, 1 e HACSYHA.

Another interesting aspect concerning computer algebra will be the
release of the KPS-machines in early 1985. These are multi-user LISP
machines produced by Racal-Norsk Ltd, a joint venture of the Norwegian
company Norsk Data A/s and the British company Racal Electronics Ltd.
The machines will be very well suited for symbol manipulation.

The development of the Norwegian society in computer algebra will be
discussed.

Computational Aspects of Algebro-Geometric Codes

Martin Becker and GUnter Schellenberger
Informatik I, Universltat Erlangen-NUrnberg

Recent work by V.D. Goppa and also H.A. Tsfasman, S.G. Vladut, I. Zlnk. V.D.
Orlnfeld has shown that one can get families of codes better than the Var-
shanov-Gllbert bound by the use of algebraic curves over finite fields. From
this thprp arlsp* the nusstlon hnw to compute famlllps of examplps pxpilcltty.
Computations In this area will have to deal with the situation of the algebraic
environment of Rlemann-Roch's Theorem, i.e. function fields of one variable
over arbitrary (finite) fields, (rational)places and divisors, function spaces
and spaces of differentials related to divisors. An account of first attempts
made will be given, including aspects of implementation and examples of cases
where computations can be simplified by suitable restrictions. Lines of further
development will be Indicated.



SIMULATION OF ALGEBRAIC CODING / DECODING

M.C. CENNERO

A.A.E.C.C. - LSI Lab. University P. Sabatier
1t8 rout* da Narbonna - 31077 TOULOUSE cedex

(FRANCE)

In order to combate transmission errors, one has to add redun-

dancy to Etie transmitted information symbols. This redundancy i s added

by using algebraic techniques i error correcting codes (4 ) .

Most of the error correcting codes are defined as ideals in

some n variable polynomial algebras ( 2 , 5 ) . Many constructions of

applied algebra in coding theory : bases construction ( 7 ) , idempo-

cenc construction ( 6 ) , decomposition of algebras ( 3 ) , discrete

transforms, polynomial factorizat ion, applications of algebraic geo-

netry.

In the following, we present synthetic outl ines of some yet
published simulation r e s u l t s .

We also propose some practical experiments that we hope to present at

the EUROCAL'85 Conference, by using our LOUSTCICC softaware program.

Invited Lecture Prof. H. Zassenhaus

Tuesday Evening Session

,Ml

Symbol manipulation ty

a constructive challenge

to mathematicians and scientists
- _ , - i

Hans Zassenhaus

In this survey lecture the following questions and problems

are discussed:

1. Which type of problems demand solutions depending on

parameters.

2« which mathematical tools are available and which need

further development.

3. Which informatic tools are available, what i s coming.

4. On the relation between symbolic and numeric solution methods.

Highlights: ad 1: Symmetry breaking in mathematical physics,
ad 2: The Buchberger method, ad 3: Use of ar t i f i c ia l in te l -
ligence?, ad 4: .General philosophy.
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GCO's and Factoring Multivariante Polinomials Using
Grobner Bases
P. Gianni, U. of Pisa, Italy •••
B. Trager, IBM Reserarch Center, Yorktown Heights, NY, USA.

This paper shows how Grbbner bases computations can be used to compute multi-
variate gcds, perform Hensei lifting, and reduce multivariate factorization to
sinivariate. We do not claim to have produced more efficient algorithms, only
very simple ones which may be of use on small systems where code size Is criti-
cal. We also feel that the gen-»r-l propositions presented In this paper clarify
the properties of abstract Henst: lifting and the fact that these operations are
simply reducible to Grribner bases Is of theoretical Interest.

A note on the complexity of constructing standard bases

Marc GIUSTI

Centre de Mathematiquea de l'Ecole Polytechnlque - 91128 Palalseau Cedex
(France)

The wont case complexity of constructing a standard basis for a polynomial
ideal with respect to an arbitrary ordering is far from being known. This note
proposes a new way tc ?• sch this complexity, different of Buchberger's approach.

To yisld such a standard basil we mimick the natural algorithm constructing the
tangent cone of an algebroid variety, using linenr algebra ; it reduces to the trian-
gulation of a certain matrix. A first algorithm of that type was introduced by Lazard,
and w« study the complexity of a suitably modified one.

The main application is then t

Theorem I Given a blvarlate polynomial ideal, with generators of degree not greater
than d, the construction of a standard basis with respect to the "dizgonal • total dog

ordering needs O(d ) operations in the ground field (d-» •»«>).

SOHE ALGORITHMIC QUESTIONS ON IDEALS OF *

DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

Andre GALLIGO
Dcpartcment de Mathcmatiques

Faculty des Sciences
Pare Valrose

F-O6O34 NICE CEDEX

In the last years some progress h. been done in the understanding
of ideals and nodules over multivariate vnomial rings from a computer
algebra view point. Beside the works de\ to factorisation procedures,
many authors studied the algorithm for consti t*ng a Grobner basis (=a family
of "good" generators) of an ideal, given by B.Buchberger 20 years ago and
improved in [Bu 1).

In [Gal 3], I explained how I visualize, understand and generalize
this kind of algorithm. 1 called standard basis the obtained family of generators to
link this study with similar constructions I made (after H.llironaka [111] )
with ideals of power scries [Dr-Ca] ,[Cal l],[Cal 2], [Da-Gal l],[Da-Cal 2].
I pointed out the importance of the combinatorial notions of stairs and
generic stairs of an ideal or a submodule. Using my description, M.Clusti
in [Gi] was able to provide in a simple way, good upper bounds of the complexi-
ty of the algorithm for constructing a standard basis of an ideal after
a generic change of coordinates.

This geometric approach allows to understand easterly other works on
the subject such as D. Bayer's thesis [Da], D.Lazard [la I] , [La 2], Holler
and Mora [ Ma-Mo).

Now, one can ask the natural following question :
• can we use the same tools with rings of differential operators ?•
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A. K»LI, M. VEw'rulJ and C. RltiuNI A.A.K.U.O.

L . S . I . Lab V. SAiinTIisK Univ . TuUiAJUdE FRANCE

ABBThAC'i't V/e dcaoribf i n , t h i s paper t h r e e methods t o cons truct
the pr imi t ive idemp(.tents of the a lgebra F_1X| » • • • » * 1 / T I
I being 8 zero dimensional i d e a l , ( q - p r , p pr ime) . <4
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OBTAINING COMPLETE SETS OF REDUCTIONS AND EQUATIONS
WITHOUT USING SPECIAL UNIFICATION ALGORITHMS

- John ftdersen
Dept. of Mathematics, UCLA. Lot Angelei, CM. 90024 USA

A criUcaJ pain coropleiioa procedure U developed for varieties of abstract algebru whose defini-
tion may include ncn-orientable Identitiei. When successful, the procedure solve* the free word
problem for lbs variety. In contrast to previous such procedures, it does not require the use of
specialized unification algorithms. The corresponding disadvantage is that the complete sets pro-
duced are often Infinite. Examples examined ire entropic groupolds, lattices and abclian groups.

An Overview on Completion Algorithms
R. Llopis de Trias, U. Simon Bolivar, Caracas, Venezuela

We give an overview on recent research on the relationship between various
completion algorithms In term rewriting, polynomial Ideal theory and automated
theorem proving.

Session "Computer Algebra Systems Implementation 11"

Wednesday, April 3, 14.00 - 15.00

Th« Optimisation by "Code Hot ion" of Uatr Prcgrcoi: for an
Algebraic Manipulation Syatea.

P D Pea tee, Kingston Polytechnic, England, KT1 2EE.
R J Hick a, North East Surrey College of Technology, England, KT17 3DS.

1
An Investigation of code motion In user programs for the REDUCE Algebraic
Manipulation System Is presented. Methods for optimising REDUCE programs
by 'code motion" ore discussed end the Inclusion of this optimisation In
the SEDUCE Optimisation System, ROPT, is described.

A user writing a program for an algebraic imnlpulatlon systen such as
REDUCE has great flexibility over the order In which statements are
arranged to obtain the same results. Sorae arrangements of statements ray
triable a result to be calculated whilst others my not, through lack of
spacs or time. The question i s , "How Bhould program statements be arranged
to economise on space and tlrae7".

Code motion is an optimisation used in numerical systems where invariant
code is moved out of a loop to reduce the frequency of exec ft ton of that
code. The tern "code motion" i s used in the broadest sense: moving code
from one part of a program to another. Sonic move ma nt of code la only
possible or useful with an algebraic system because not al l variables are
tightly bound, as they are In a numerical system. If the code motion
alters the binding of variables then different data structures (which
require different amounts of space and time to compute) will cause a change
In the overall space and time characteristics of the program.

AN IMPROVED PLOTTING PACKAGE FOR VAXIMA
ABSTRACT

Dtu}lct A. Young and Paul S. Wang

Department of Mathematical Sciences
Kent Stale University

Kent, Ohio , USA, 44242

The design of a graphics package (or displaying VAXIMA deflned functions is presented.
The package is intended for use with a bigh resolution graphics display. Features of Ibis nysltm
include a user-friendly interface, with multiple windowing capabilities, efficient hidden line remo-
val, full color, and either wire frame drawings or solid shaded representations of surfaces. It allows
simple U6er control over scaling, viewpoints, and the overall appearance of the display. The pack-
age is designed with a high degree of device independence so that it be easily adapted to most
popular graphics displays. The multiple windowing and help facilities are designed to Inter
become an integral patl of a more advanced uscr-top-lcvcl for VAXIMA. The tolor graphics capa-
bilitics arc to lie enhanced by an interface tn FORTRAN roL.tnes from the MOVIE.DW Graphics
package, allowing interactive manipulation nf VAXIMA generated objects with MOViE.BYU com-
mands if desired. A curve fitting fiature offers the ability to plot the points of empirically gath-
ered data, observe visually Uic results nf various curve fitting techniques, and manipulate the
equations of the curve in VAXIMA. The package consists of modules in FRANZ USP, C and FOR-
TRAN.



DYNAMIC-DEBUCGING SYSTEM FOH THE REDUCE PROGRAMS

A.P.Kryukov and A.Ya.Rodioaov

I n s t i t u t e of Nuclear Phys ioo , Mosoo\t S ta te Un ivers i ty ,

Moscow I I 9 8 9 9 , US8R

I
Extended Abstract

This paper descr ibes the dynamic-debugging system f o r the programs

w r i t t e n i n REDUCE. With the he lp of the"debugger the user can t race

the eva luat ion of the funct ions def ined i n the input language

REDUCE and, moreover, to i n t e r r u p t the e v a l u a t i o n , i f neoessary .

Operational experience has shown that the debugger i s h i g h l y e f -

f e c t i v e f o r tra in ing the beginners and f o r debugging the large

programs i n REDUCE and RLISP.

CEYX, A GOOD TOOL FOR COMPUTER
ALGEDRA SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

Marc Gaetano
Laboratoire d'lnformolique

Universite de Nice
Pare Valrose

06034 Nice-FRANCE

Abtlraot : This paper presents Cera, an oriented object extension or the langage
LEUSP (•). CEVX allows to create and manipulate structured and typed objects,
still keeping all the power or Lisp. The LEIJSP/CCTX syslem is used in the project
BASTA or the Greco or Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation, for the construction
of the experimental system Hasta.

Session "Automatic Programming 1"

Wednesday, April 3, 14.30 - 16.00

ON LOGIC PROGRAMS WITH DATA-DRIVEN COMPUTATIONS

N, Keck, IBH BQbllngen and J. Kvenhaus, Univ. Kalserslautern

It Is known that logic Is well suited both as specification
language and as programming language for a wide class of pro-
blems In discrete structurosi If a Horn clause program R la useO
to describe the problem and a goal clause C to pot a question to
R, then SLD-resolutlon is a procedure to (ind all the answers.
The computations initiated by G consist of symbolic manipulations
of terms, which can be built by the function and predicate symbols
in R. Unfortunately„ these computations a n highly nondeterminlsti-
cal in general, even more, there nay be Infinite computations
though finite ones are enough to find all the answers. So the pro-
blem arises to reduce the nondetermlnlsm. In many applications
one even wants to have just one answer, so one looks for sufficient
conditions on R such that any G produces at most one output.

To achieve this goal we restrict the evaluation strategy of
logic programs by replacing the usual pattern-driven procedure call*
by data-driven procedure calls. Provided some natural and easily
testable conditions on R and G are met this restricted evaluation
strategy finds all answers of G relative to R. Examples show that
this restricted evaluation strategy Indeed drastically reduces the
number of possible computations. But the main advantage is the pos-
sibility to construct programs which can be proved to allow only
finite computations and/or to produce at most one output on any
input clause G. So correctness proofs become possible under reason-
able conditions.
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CORRECTNESS PROOFS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ADT

Bernhard Hohlfeld, AEG-Telefunken, Forschungsiristitut Ulm.

A PASCAL-based language for specification , implementation and
verification of modularized sequential programs is presented.
The language is embedded in a Hoare-type verification system
PASQUAliB. The system can be used to check consistency of design
and implementation of modularized PASCAL-programs , to check
side-effects of procedures and functions and to proof the cor-
rectness of PASCAL-programs w.r.t. a given formal specification.

The application of the system to the verification of Abstract
Data Type ( ADT ) implementations will be the main topic of the
presentation . An ADT is implemented as a PASCAL data structure,
e.g. a stack might be implemented as an array. The operations on
the ADT are implemented as procedures and functions on the
PASCAL data structure.

The verification reflects the two levels of the ADT specifica-
tion. The first level of the ADT specification , the implementa-
tion specification , describes the effect of the procedures and
functions on the data structure . The first level of the verifi-
cation is the correctness proof of the procedures and functions
w.r.t. the implementation specification . This proof is carried
out by means of Hoare-type verification rules . The second level
of the ADT specification, the interface specification , consists
of axioms on the interaction of the operations on the ADT . The
second level of the verification is the proof that these axioms
are a logical consequence..of the implementation specification.

A demonstration of the system is planned.

Beat Bruderiin. Inslilul fur Informallk, E T H Zurich

Using Prolog (or Constructing Geometric Objects Defined by Constraints

The Interactive construction of geometrical shapes Is UIB central problem In computer aided design and
hence has been approached In several different ways. We describe an approach based on the Idea that 1)
objects may be specified by constraints, and 2) H the specification Is written In a suitable formal notation, it
may be possible to construct them automatically. Among many possible realizations of this Idea we have
chosen the use of the newly popular programming language Prolog. Its built-in backtracking search
automates the selection of a construction rule that succeeds, among several that may appear to apply but
fail to reach the final goal of the construction.
This paper has two pails. In the first part we show that Prolog Is an appropriate language for specifying
geomolrlc objocts by constraints. Well-known Informal rules for geometric construction can be expressed
In a natural way In this executable version of the predicate calculus. The limitations of this approach come
from the fact Ihut in geometric compulation algorithms and numerical problems dominate, but Prolog does
not support those requirements. In the second part we describe a programming system that interfaces
Prolog to Modula-2, and thus allows a programmer to bypass the limitations of a special-purpose language
such as Prolog with procedures written in a conventional language.

Wednesday, Apr i l 3, 14.15 - 15.45

The Role of Symbolic Computation In
the Management of Scientific Information

S. Bandopadhayay
Department of Computer Science

The University or Windsor
Windsor, Ontario

J . S. Dev i t t
Department of Mathematics

The University or Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Canada S7N0W0

We discuss a scientific Information management system which combines
the facilities or data base management systems with those or symbolic
computation. The data model used Is a modification or relational data
bases and a prototype system has been Implemented which relies heavily
on the symbolic computation language Maple. Algebraic equations are
represented by constrained relations. The solution or systems of
equations or Inequalities plays a crucial role In the manipulation or the
the relations. The emphasis In this presentation will be on the role or the
algebra system In this prototype, and In particular, the approach taken to
constraint verification.

CIM (COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING) - A CHALLENGE FOR SYMBO-

LIC COMPUTATION

11. Exner
VOEST-ALPINE, GCT 3
4010 Linz, Austria

F. D. Fischer
MontanunlversitSt Leoben
8700 Leoben, Austria

VOEST-ALPINE (70000 employees), tr.dltion.ll, Austria•• blg|.st

should increase flexibility and product quality



In thli contribution, we will discuss some typical problem areas wi-
thin CIH where symbolic computation nay play an Important role in the
future. In «o»e of these areas flrat activities have been Initiated.
The «aln objective of tills lecture, however. Is on challenging future
interaction of CIH with symbolic computation. Here, symbolic computa-
tion Is conceived as the field that embraces automated Inference, geo-
metrical and algebraic computation. The main problem areas ve are
Interested In are listed below. They are all centered around the pro-
bleM of product description data base.

1) Product description J ta base
2) Part Modelling
3) Part analysis
• ) Technical documentation
5) Robotics + Numerical Controlled Machining
6) Inspection/Test
7) Proceaa Planning, Factory Management

The Algebraic Manipulation System on the Electrical Power Systems

P.Bonlnfante and G.M.Veca
Electrical Energy nept. University of Rome, via Eudossiana 18 001 tM Roma

The Authors have used the REDUCE System for a matematical model f i t for
characterizing the dynamic behaviour of two electrical power systems.

One application refers to a high voltage electrical power distribution
network.

The other one Is directed to the dynamic analysis of an electrical
transformer of the non conventional type.

No novelties are recorded 1n the progress of the REPUCE system; the
Importance of the experimentation consists In having adopted an approach,
new for an engineer, In tackling problems that so far have been traditionally
studied through another way (Laplace transform and/or numerical analysis).

SYHOOLIC AND ALGEBRAIC COMPUTATION
MAT SUPPORT SECONDARY EDUCATION SOFTWARE TOOLKIT FOR INPUT STfiGE MERSUREMENT

CIRCUIT IN SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION

oy
Helder Coelho M. CRCIOTTfl F. IANNUCCI

E l e c t r i c a l Energy D e P t . of "La S a p i e n z a " U n i v e r s i t y of Rome
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A ike let on program that allows symbolic Klrchoff eauatlor>» and
mote circuit enuatIons,Is described.
The program is written in RLISP a I I S P I I K ? language in RE0UCE2
envt ronni&nt this choice allows an hlih dt-gree- of portability and
a possible i mpl &n\£-ritat I on on a microcomputer. This proiram starts
with a topology and device specification and deter»ii n*s th* tt'»»
and cotree of the circuit graph.The circuit is described In terms
of topoioglcal position of the Physical devices. Then each ds-vice
Is GPlltted U P an e-aulvalent all-bipolar netMorki wl th a model
selected by the user,from a ran«e of Implemented models. Second
the program determines the KVL«KCL equations in terms of the
variables related by the user to current and voltage In each <M
the circuit bipolar' components.Further the circuit mote equations
are determl ne-d. subst I tut ing In the KVL. KCL equations the
reiationstln terms of circuit physical entitles (e.g.
current, voltage,temperature ...).Implied by the laws of the
components. It' s possible to resolve thlsi s*rier»U v. I (near system
with one of the method allowed by REDUCE2iperhaps the slftieller lo
ihe matrix method, wlth the matrix obtanalble with this method IG
already In its compact form.Whereas the obtained system isn't
I ineari because on* or more components laws are noii linear.th*
output may be processed with * system that allows nori linear
system resolution (e.g. HACSYMA).
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We prove that using the LLL-reduction algorithn and the algorithm

of il.W.Lenatra Jr. Cor integer programming the running tlaa of

the neighbour calculation can be cut down to a polynomial in log 0

where D 1B the discriminant of the field, several nuaecloal examples

are given. : :

A new method of computing fundamental units

in algebraic number fields

U. Fincke and M. Pohst
1.

Mathematlaches Institut Universitat DUaseldorf

Universitatsstr. 1, 4 Dusseldorf 1, FRG

Abstract. Recently the authors developed a new method for

solving norm equations in algebraic number fields. The solu-

tions are obtained as lattice points in appropriate

ellipsoids of n-dimensional Euclidean space. In this paper

it is shown that similar ideas can also be used for deter-

mining fundamental units of orders of algebraic number fields.

Indeed, the application of that ellipsoid method to unit

computations is twofold. It is proved that our computation

of fundamental units from Independent ones is superior to the

known methods, and also our construction of independent units

itself can be expected to be faster.

The generalized voronoi-algorithm in totally coal algebraic

nuaber fields

By Johannes Buclunann, MatheraatiBches Institut dor Unlversitat Koln

The generalized Voronoi-algorithm is a number geometric generalizatio

of the ordinary continued fraction algorithm. Applied to totally

real algebraic number fields, it yieldB a maximal system of inde-

pendent units. The main computational difficulty in the algorithm

is the "neighbour calculation", an integer programming problem.

An algorithm for the computation of perfect polyhedral cones over real-quadratic

numberflelda.

li.Ong and O.Golke

Perfect polyhedral cones over real-quadratic number fields K
are generated by perfect quadratic forms and are of Interest

i) in reduction theory of positive quadratic forms (or equl-
valently in lattice reduction theory),

ii) - as fundamental domaine3 - in reduction theory for arith-
metic groups and

iii) in special cases for the theory of densest lattice packings
of equal spheres in the Euclidean space R which is related
to Coding theory.

We present an algorithm for the computation of perfect polyhedral
cones over K andjjive l

Explizite Derechnuiig nichttrivialor Torsiona-

strukturcn elliptischer Kurven (iber

quadratischen ZohlkiSrporn

Markua A. Hoicliert

Univoraitat des Saarlandes

D-660O .iaarbrilckon

Fur eine elliptische Kurve E labor eincm algcbraiachen Zahlkbrper.

K sei mit E
t o r <

K ) die Torsionauntergruppe dor rationalen Punkt-

gruppe von E bezaichnet. 1976 bewiea Mazur, dap die Ordnung einea
•i

Torsionspunktos fiir don Fall. K « Q kleiner oder gleich 10 oder

gloich 12 int.

Wir habon eretinala"systematise!) Parametrisationon von elliptiachen

Kurvon ilbor quadratischon Zalilkbrporn K Uber Q berechnot, deren

Toraionagruppe zu oiner dcr folgenden Gruppon iaomorph lat i

E t o r(K) « Z / in Z , in « 11, 13, I'l, 15. 16 und 18.



Da unatr Vcrfnhren konstruktiv ist, konntcn vrir KM Jeder Torsions-

ntruktur nusfUhrliche Tnbellen mit Deigpiolkurvcni berechnnn. Die

Belnplele beroclmeten wir mit llil fe <\cr Moriiilkurvpii X (N), dpron

Punkte Klossen isomorpher, elliptischer Kurven mit e in pin festen

N-Teilungsputikt entsprechejt. Wir leiteten liierfiir nffine Modelle

der X (N) fUr N = 11, 13, 1*1, 15, 16 und 18 her. Dies sind allo

clliptischen bzw. hyperelliptischen X.(N).

Die zur llerleitung dcr X (N) und zum Erstellen des Deispiclmnterinls

notwendigen Rechnungen wurden nuf der Siemens 7,56' des lleclien-

zentrums der UniversitHt dea Sanrlandes rfttrchgefilhrt. Wir betiutsston

hierzu das durch eigene Mgoritlimen crgnnzte SAC-2-Syatem.

P-Adlc Algorithms and the Computation of Zeros

of P-Adlc L-Functions

K. Lamprecht and Horst G. Zimmer

A fundamental problem of experimental algebraic number theory

is that of determining the unit- and class group of an algebraic

number field K. To solve this problem for large classes of num-

ber fields, effective algorithms are needed.

The aim of this lecture is therefore to stress the need for

setting up algorithms to carry out calculations not only over

the real field 3R but also over the p-adlc fields $ . As an

additional motivation for this need we explain here the compu-

tation of zeros of p-adic L-functions.

On the eolution of the diophantine
equation Gn=p

z

Attila PethO

Let 6n*ao
n~t>pn be a second order linear recursive sequence.

Assume that a and 0 are real,I a/pi /I and ab/O. Let p be a

prime. In this paper ve describe an algorithm with which one can

compute all but possible one integer solutions n,z of the diophantine

equation Gn«p*. In the exceptional ca6e the algorithm gives an n

such that Gn is the only possible further power of p in the sequence

6n. The running time is 0(p logp).

Session "Algebraic Algorithms VI"
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TERM ORDERINGS ON THE POLYNOMIAL RING

LORENZO ROBDIANO

The purpose of this paper Is to give an account on some

research, which was done on the graded structures arizing

in commutative and computer algebra. The main body of such

investigation will appear elsewhere (see lR)), so here I

want to point out mainly one aspect, which is strongly

connected with the branch of computer algebra which deals

with polynomial rings.

AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH TO LOCAL RINGS
Ferdinando Mora - Unlv.Conova (Italy)
Ic leal - theorst lc questions about local rlnqs (espec ia l ly l oca l i za t ions of polynomial rlioi
Into prime Ideals ,and their quotients) are of qroat importance In algebraic qacmotry,«11
Ing t o study propert ies of a variety near a point or a 8Ubvarloty,so Allowing for lnstai

a deeper understanding of a l n g i i l a r l t l e s . .
Here I propose an algorithmic approach t o these questions,which Is baROd on the expl ic i t
computation of "qood" bases for Ideals in l o c a l i z a t i o n s of polynomial rlng^.Tho dof lnlt
of these bases Is s t r i c t l y re lated t o Ulronaka's standard banco and nuchborger's Grobnm
bases for polynomial ldea l s ia suitable gnera l l ta t ion of Buchberger's algorithm can be
used t o compute such bases ,a f ter a su i tab le representation of the local ring i s expl lc l

obtained.

Basic Ideal-theoretic questions on localizations of polynomial rings (such as computatl

of form rlnqs,of Leltldeale,of the Illlbert function,of resolutions,or deciding regular)

are then given an algorithmic solution.



' D1NARY PARADIGM AND SYSTOLIC ARRAY IMPLEMENTATION

FOR RESIDUE ARITHMETIC

David Y. Y. Yun

» - Chang N. Zhang

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Souther Methodist University

Dallas, Texas 75275

The problem of residue, or modular arithmetic is fundamental to symbolic

and algebraic compulation, coding theory and applications, as well as to

error-free arithmetic compulations. This paper describes novel algorithms

that can lead to efficient hardware for arithmetic operations in residue

domains. One of the main achievements is in allowing the flexibility of

changing moduli and the coverage of all prime moduli. The technology of

systolic array has been used to implement one of the most representative

operations, the modular mulliplcr. It b shown that a linear systolic array can

compute N modular products in time O(N) with constant number of cells.

UNIFICATION WITH REFINED LINEARITY CHECK
AS A NETWORK OF PARALLEL PROCESSES

Ricardo Caferra and Philippe Jorrand

This paper presents a rigorous approach to the design of an unification
process ( for first order terms ) with a high degree of internal parallelism . This
approach yields a refined version of the test of linear terms (i. e. tet ms with at
most one occurrence of each variable ). Starting with a trivial unification algorithm
described by a recursive function in FP2 (Functional Parallel Programming language),
this paper goes through successive transformational steps:

1) The function is transformed into a pair of cooperating tree-like networks
oT parallel processes, also described in FP2.

ii) This network Is transformed into a more elaborate network performing
unrestricted unification where infinite terms are accepted as solution.

iii) Component processes of this last network are transformed so that they
apply "occurs check" only in dynamically delected situations where infinite terms
may appear as part of a solution, (linearity thus appears as a static approiimation
for (his "on the spot" localization of need of occurs check).

An implementation of this algorithm would of course be of some use in the
Parallel Inference Machine and for pushing parallelism as far down as possible within
implementations of logic programming languages . Its description in FP2 constitutes;
an abstract specification for a possible hardware Implementation of unification as a
building block for Al architectures. ^

The Parallel L-Machine for Symbolic Computatton
B. Buchberger, 0. of L1nz, Austria

We present primitive hardware components A, B, C, and tl that can be combined In
a flexible and modular way to form various parallel hardware structures.
Essentially, A Is a processor (Interpreting some additional non-standard
Instructions) with private memory, B Is a shared memory component, C and I) are
certain bus switches. A f i rst structure that can be composed from the primitive
components are L-modules containing exactly one component A, one component B
and several components C and D. these L-moduies can then be used to build
parallel computer-assemblies of arbitrary site and arbitrary interconnection
topology. We argue that structures of this kind should be well suited for the
needs of parallel symbolic computation. In particular, the components seem to be
a possible basis for the construction of parallel Inference machines. The modu-
lar i ty of the concept lends Itself to LSI and wafer Implementation. The concept
does not depend on a particular processor type. A pilot Implementation of a
system consisting of 8 L-modules with maximal Interconnection density realized
In conventional technology will be demonstrated at the conference.



'/• * A Reduction Strategy for thu Taylor Resolution

tl. Michael Mailer
FernUnlversitUt llagen

W. Germany

For investigating ideals I of a polynomial ring P, resolutions

rk dk d2 r1 d1K — £ » . — i + P ' —!* I — > 0

give leeper insight in the structure of I and P/I. In case a

Grttbntsr basis of I is known, the Taylor resolution can be used

to construct a T-resolution for I, and reduction strategies allow

the simplification of the resolution. This was studied by Mora and

.the author in some joint articles.

Here a special reduction strategy is discussed, which give as many

examples show in most cases minimal or at least nearly minimal

resolutions for I. Using the interrelation between d_ and the

critical pairs in Buchberger's algorithm for computing Grobner

bases, the reduction strategy gives a new criterion for detecting

unnecessary pairs. Basing on this criterion, a variant of Buchberger's

algorithm is proposed, which may be useful, when high degree poly-

nomials occur in the algorithm.

From polyncnials to Galois groups

by

David ford and John McKay
Concordi'o U-7 Montreal, Canada

A polynomial determines tV. i Galois group of its splitting field

only up to relabelling Oi the zeros. For polynomials of small

degree (up to 11,say) the algorithm developed by Soicher (1980)

determines this similarity class with few exceptions. All the

computation is exact and is over the rational integers. The

computational determination constitutes a proof of the result.

Symmetric function theory using resultants is used to construct

polynomials with coefficients which are symmetric functions of

the zeros of the original polynomial. By factoring, we find the

values of non-symmetric functions of the original zeros as

coefficients of the factors. Permutation groups of degree up to

11 and their orbit lengths on ordered & unordered subsets were

determined by computer for this application. The algorithm has

been implemented in ALGEB (Ford,1978) which has arbitrary-length

integer arithmetic and is available on the VAX/VMS and PDP/11.

The algorithm is being implemented in several symbolic algebra

languages for consideration as a benchmark.

Session "Parallel Symbolic and Algebraic Computation"
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Cellular Algorithms and Machines: An Overview
T. Legend), Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Szeged, Hungary

Cellular machines and algorithms form a flexible and powerful approach to
parallel computation. In this lecture we give a survey on the state of the art
on the subject area with a view of challenging future applications of this con-
cept In symbolic computation. Emphasis Is given to the research activities In
the author's working group on cellular machines and algorithms.

A System for Parallel Computer Algebra Programs

Stephen M. Watt'

Department of Computer Science
University of Waterloo

Waterloo. Ontario
Canada N2L3G1

Small problems in computer algebra can be done with moderate time and storage. However,
even simply stated problems of medium size can be very expensive to compute. Many such
problems run out of storage or lake excessive time. Large problems, if they can be done at
all, can take hours. As in many other fields, we run into the question as to wbat is the most
economical way to obtain raw processing power. We would like to Investigate the practi-
cality of using multiprocessing in computer algebra applications.

We have constructed a prototype for running parallel computer algebra programs on a
multiprocessor. The multiprocessor on which the system runs is a local area network of Vax
11/780's running Derkulcy Unix version 4.2.' This program was written using the internet
socket support provided by this version of Unix. The fact that Ibe multiprocessor is a local
area network is transparent to the user programs.
The prototype is a multiprocessing version of the Maple computer algebra system. It pro-
vides functions for dynamic process creation and interprocess communication. The com-
munication primitives arc used for synchronization.
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U n i f i c a t i o n in C o n d i t i o n a l - E q u u t t o n a l T h e o r i e s

Hsinrloh llu»amann
A com pit lc unificntion procedure for conflunnt conditional term i<wrlUi>(>
pyatcmB la presented, which is u gtneir.lisatlon of tli« nurrowinfi proctma
described by Fny und llullol. Neither llie finite terminnlion property nor
ov nine tic iculiictionn for conditions aro needed. The algorithm con bo
conaidci-L-d ua a new functional logic prog rum mint! technique, too. The
unil'iciition procedure hua been built into the RAP system, a ayotom
supporting rapid prototyping for nlgcbrnic spcuificntiona (iibotruct dntn
typca). An exiimplc lor use of the system in fiiven, further eximplca lire
preBentc-d during a oepurptu system demonstration.

Mechanical Translation of
Set Theoretic Problem Specifications

Into Efficient RAM Code - A Case Study

Friti llenglein

and

Robert I'aigc

There Imve been various, proposals for program development methodologies in which a computer
system is used to aid in the formulation of precise problem specifications, in the synthesis of
efficient and correct programs, and in the analysis of performance. A few systems have actually
liecn implemented. Although some of these systems are fully general in expressive power, they all
lark a sufficient degree of automation to make them viable alternatives to conventional ad hoc
approaches.
This paper illustrates a radically different, fully automatic top-down approach to program
development in which formal problem specifications are mechanically translated into efficient KAM
code. This rndi: ill guaranteed to be totally correct and its asymptotic running time is
aiiljimalically determined. The user is only required to supply the system with a formal problem
specification, and is relieved of major responsibilities in the rest of the program development
prnrc.-M. These sharp results arc obtained, in part, as a result of restricting the system to handle
a clans of determinate, set theoretic, tractable problems. Most of the techniques described in this
paper have been implemented and used effectively in the ft ATI'S transformational programming
system.

This paper explains the conceptual underpinnings of our approach by considering the problem of
attribute closure for relational databases and systematically deriving a program that implements a
solution.

A MLTMODOlJOGY FOR AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING
BASED ON CONSTRUCTIYE-MATCIIINU-SIRATEUY ^

Marta KKANOVA
L.R.I.

Bat. 490
01405 ORSAY Cedex

France

In the deductive approach to program synthesis from specifications, a desired
program Is constructed as a by-product of a theorem-proving problem
corresponding to a given specification.
The main problem Is then to prove a special kind of theorem. There arc several
known sys tems which try to prove such theorems, but a strategy for orienting
deductions belongs ratl-er to a semantic level than to a syntactic one [ Blbei,
Derthowltz. Manna&Waldlnger, Smith 1. \
We propose a new methodology, In which a strategy becomes a purely syntactic

problem, solved by our so called Constructive Matching (CM) procedure.
Our methodology works on data types T, the well-founded ordering of which Is

given by the constructors of T. We require, moreover, the functions and predi-
ca tes of T to be defined with recursive calls. During the proof procedure our sys-
t em finds "missing lemmas" and proves them by CM.
Examples we can treat are: The quotient and remainder of two given nonnega-
tive Integers, a llstspllt which takes a list and splits It roughly In half, a sort
which takes a list and gives Us ordered permutation, the Integer square-root of a .
nonnegatlve Integer

THE STRUCTURAL SYNTHESIS OF PROGRAMS» HEW MEANS

Sakharov Alexander
Leningrad University, Computer Centra
Biblloteohnaya pi. 2, Leningrad, Peterhof, 198904, USSR

Within the structural synthesis, problem apeoificationB are wri-
tten as computability statements. These statements are regarded as
axioms of a theory. Any particular program is specified by a theo-
rem of the theory. Any theorem of the kind is described by the list
of input object variables and the list of output ones.

Definitions of functions and specifications by means of predica-
tes are included into the language of struotural synthesis theories.
Functions are defined by lambda-terms. Supplementary axioms are in-
oluded into the structural synthesis theories. The set of supple-
mentary axioms is fixed for any particular problem area. Supplemen-
tary axioms have the form of production rules. Heuristic synthesis
algorithms are brought into the structural synthesis theories as
supplementary lnferenoe rules. The synthesis algorithm for these
theories is described. The olass of synthesized programs is subs-
tantially extended due to supplementary axioms and inference rules*
The synthesis algorithm has polynomial time complexity.



Program Reduction using Symbolic Evaluation

F. Glannottl, A. Matteucci, D. Pedreschl and F. Turlnl

Dlpartimento dl Informatlca
Unlverslta dl Pisa

Corso HaUa AO, f-56100 Pisa

Abstract
A symbolic evaluator for functional programs can be based on a
set-theoretic notion of symbolic constants, I.e. predicates denoting sets
of values. The syntactic presentation of symbolic constants is related with
abstract data type specifications. Then, symbolic evaluation is performed
by means of simple manipulations on symbolic constant presentations. Such
a technique Is actually the core of a transformation system able to reduce
programs with respect to constraints on Input values, specified by symbolic
constants. The reduction algorithm, relying on the symbolic evaluator's
capabilities, Is able to Identify the parts of a program which can be dropped
out because of the Input constraints, and then It can perform sare textual
reductions.
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Taking Advantage or Symmetry In the Automatic
Generation or Numeric*) Programs Tor Finite Element

Analysis

PoulS. Ww$*

Department of Mathematical Science*
Kent Slate University

Kent Ohio, 44242

AUSTRACT

The automatic generation or FORTRAN code for finite element 'analysis
using (lie VAXIMA system Is deitcribrd. Techniques for generating more efficient
code baaed on symmetries in the given problem are presented. The ability to use
automatically generated functions and subroutines Is Important. Symmetry must
be extracted and preserved In the analytical derivation phase. One mrh deriva-
tion for the Isoparametric formulation is presented. To gain more control over
the code generated, mathematical derivation is Interleaved with code generation
actions. An example Is given to show bow FOIITHAN functions and function calls
»re generated under program control. Techniques rfiseusserf are useful In other
applications when a symbolic compulation system Is used to derive and generate
code for numerical computation.

Automatic Generation or Optimized Programs

Barbara L. Gates and J.A. van llulzen

Twente University of Technology, Department of Computer Solence

P.O. Box 317, 7500 AE Ensohede, the Netherlands

An automatlo code generator and Its Interface with a oode optimizer, both now

running under REDUCE 3, are shortly desorlbed. The GEMTBAH code generator and

translator was oreated to automate the task of writing numerical programs based

on a set or symbollo expressions. The code optimizer la constructed to optimize

the description of a set of symbolic expressions, I.e. to reduce Its arlthmetlo

complexity by searching for common subexpressions and replaoing them. These two

packages have been combined to create a unified facility for automatic

generation of optimized numerical programs.

Both facilities are shortly discussed as well as some Interface considerations.

An addlton, we intend to indicate some future extensions suoh as a more general

use of the STflUCTn-command.



INTEQRATIOH OF NUHERIOAL AMD SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION
USINQ THB ALDE3 LAHQUAQB

Alexand.tr Oueror
Inatitute of Matbematloa

Bulgarian Aoademy of Soienoea
Sofia
BULGARIA
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Canonical Form

" for

Rational Exponential Expressions
Michael Karr

Software Options, Inc.

22 Hilli.rd Street »

Cambridge. Mass. 02138 • ,

A rational exponential expression has operator* +. - . •, / , and exp, and terminals that l ie
either numbers or symbols. This paper addresses the problem of finding a canonical foim
for such expressions. By considering a family of transcendence bases for certaia fields, we
are able to give a reasonable canonical form. The technique provides a way of producing
many variant canonical forms, depending upon the requirements of the user.

and Uouvllllan Solutions ot
Dlllorontlal Equations

Llnaar

M F Singer a J H Oavenport

We have recently proved a variety of results on the closed-form solutions of
(Inaar differential equations. Some are generalisations of Uouvllle's Principle
on the form of Integrals, othora actually allow us (using, previous work of the
Oral author) to find solutions, or prove that there are none. We conclude with
a few open problems.

Analytical deooupling, decision of compatibility and partial
integration of systems of nonlinear ordinary and partially

differential equations

Thomas W o l f

Sektion Physilc, Friedrioh-Schiller-UniveraitUt Jena
DDH-6900 Jena, Max-Wion-Platz 1

An analytio algorithm is presented to make assertions about
the compatibility of systems of differential equations with
integer powers of the funotiona and their derivatives. The
method oon provide "key equations", i.e. neoessary equations
of lower order, so that the original system oan be deduoed
algebraloally from these equations and derivatives of them.



Another possible rosult consists in deooupling the system

to obtain equations for only one function.

The algorithm decides whether or not the system is compa-

tible. Examples are given.

A R E D U C E Package for Determining Flrat I n t eg ra l ! of
Autonomoua Systems of Ord inary Differential Equa t ions

FVilt Schwarz
GMD, Institut Fl

Poatfach 1240
5205 St. Augustin

West Germany

Let X = (z i , . . . i n ) be n functions depending on the variable t and let

be a system of n autonomous differential equations of Erst order. By definition -a (function / is a first
integral for (1) if its total derivative with respect to time vanishes, i.e. if it satisfies

under the constraints (1). Although the knowledge of first integrals of the system (I) it of utmost
importance for understanding the behavior of the solutions, very few are known to date. The reason for
that is the enormous amiunt of calculations which are necessary to find them. Therefore a REDUCE
package has been developed which does these calculations almost completely automatically if a polynomial
ancats for the time independent part <• made.

The developement of the REDUCE* package described above has been initiated by a recent publication
by Kuv wliert several new time dependent first integrals for the Loreni system liave been reported. So
the Lerens system and its first integrals are taken as examples to demonstrate how the package is applied.

Applying this package numerous autonomous systems have been investigated. A detailed description
of the algorithm hat been given e aewhere.

A PACKAGE OF T0OL3 70R MANIPULATION OF SUMS AND SERIES

H. Arcleri, A. Miola, F. Panasiti

Istituto di Anal si del Sistemi ed Informatica-CNR,
Viale Manzoni 30, 00185 Roma, Italy

This work presents the design and a prototypal implementation of

a package for manipulating sums and series. This package is to be in-

cluded in a symbolic and algebraic manipulation system: the current

implementation refers to MACSYMA. The main goal of the project has been

the definition of a set of dedicated commands to operate in a formal

way on arbitrary sum expressions. The resulting system represents a

manipulation environment for operating with sums and series, while it

Is not intended to be use-i only for their exact computation. MACSYMA

already has some facilities for transforming sums. However those facl-

Uties are not satisfactory for our purpose, for two main reasons.

First of all they are related to a restricted class of sum expressions.

On the other hand, thoy are generally hidden to the user and autom.iti- -

eally applied by the siroplifler. This new package supplies the user

with a sufficiently large set of transformation rules, which have been

defined starting from those proposed in Knuth. Several of these rules

are new and more general than those available In MACSYMA, being ap-

pllable to arbitrary sum expressions. Furthermore this package allows

the user to control the application of these rules (disabling the auto-

matic simplifier), and to use them in a simple and immediate way (by

an highly interactive interface).

Theory of Summation in Finibe Terms

Michael Karr
Software Options
Cambridgei Mass.

A decision procedure Tor the problem of determining the exist-
ence of a "formula" for certain summations hao appeared In the
computing literature. The purpose of thiB work is to discuss
some mathematical aspects of the problem that Were suppressed in
the presentation of the algorithmic aBpecta of the solution.

We consider summations in which the limit of the summation 1B
not involved in the summand. Olven Buch a sum E.fj, the problem
or rinding a formula g is that or Inverting the formula Ag » T.
This BUf*(.',estR usinrr. difference fields to study the problem. The
theory allows the extension of difference fields by adjunction
of elements that are solutions to Tirst order dlTference equaj^ons
in smaller fields. For example, the symbol H , meaning the n
harmonic number, Is a solution to Ag • 1/1. The techniques are
powerful enough to find a formula for EJHJ, and to obtain the
non-existt9,in«e of one for E.IL/1.

The first result discussed here is a remarkable property of the
class of difference rields in which the decision procedure applies.
This property is necessary only to show that at a certain point,
the decision procedure does not divide by aero. Briefly, if
z., .... z. are roots of unity, we say they form a 7,eta-set if
every contiguous subtuple has a product not equal to 1. ll)e

result is that if a particular sum, involving the Z an

% n e r e r o n d t r e B U i r i s
< i h e B a i $ r

theorem on elementary integrals.

and another

to Liouvllle-s
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(tltl/O visual environments for symbolic

(authors) s. kama I abda LI and nuy cherry, computer research lab,
tekt ronlx , Inc. beaver ton, Oregon, usa

•prooramlna environments have dramatically Improved sine? the tlm?
that the major "symbolic computation system"! such as macsyma and
reduce were developed, the new environments allow d i rec t user
Interact ion with the machine vta th? mouse, menus, and Icons,
making obsolete, the requirement that the user type ins t ruct ions to
an operating system or lancjuaa?,- processor to e f fec t desired
computations. ' .
pioneered by Xerox's Smalltalk system, and '

. popular I ietl"tn!jr"!"T'»c'!nt ly h y n o n l ' 1 ! «n-iclnto«*b-ivn«:h\ne , the n»w ..
environments have been made possible by the development of
workstations with htoh-resolutlon blt-mioped displays, the s t y l " of
v isua l Interface offered by these systems Is being followed widely,
and Is being adopted even In business and recreat ional app l ica t ions,
we discuss some important features needed In-the v isual environment
for computer algebra that have become feasible (and affordable) In
view of the available display technology.

one of our experiments i n the d i rect ion of developlna v isua l
Interfaces for computer aloebra Is throuah the' lanquan? reduce,
we have implemented reduce on a workstation, and have made oraphlc
enhancements to I t s Innut-output. for this Implementation, we ^
converted reduce from portable standard Lisp to franz Lisp, we w i l l
demonstrate a working version which displays mathematical
expressions In their na tura l , two-dimensional form, the display can
be scrol led to view d i f fe rent p i r ts of a tone expression, and new
Input can be composed by select ing parts from already displayed
expressions.

Symbol manipulation and symmetry breaking

by Hans Zassenhaus

Abstract

Given a finite dimensional Lie alqebra L and Its automorphism group G over
the field t « R or C,

Task: To find a representative system R(L,G) of the G-conJugacy classes of
F-subalgebras of L.

Usually R(L,G) fs Infinite.

Finiteness Is achieved upon presentation of R(L,G) as the union of pencils
S(B) of F-suba\gebras of L algebraically and Irredvcibly depending on a 2ar1sk1
open subset: 8 of projective spaces over F.

The task 1s reduced to the orbit problem: Given a connected group H of
linear transformations of a finite dimensional F-representation space M;
Construct a representative set of the orbits of H acting an M.

Uniqueness, examples obtained by PASCAL (joint work with P. W1ntern1tz and
D. Rand) are discussed.


